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Larønningen, Jan F Nygård

Abstract—Synthetic data generation is increasingly recognized
as a crucial solution to address data-related challenges such as
scarcity, bias, and privacy concerns. As synthetic data proliferates,
the need for a robust evaluation framework to select a synthetic
data generator becomes more pressing given the variety of options
available. In this research study, we investigate two primary
questions: 1) How can we select the most suitable synthetic data
generator from a set of options for a specific purpose? 2) How
can we make the selection process more transparent, accountable,
and auditable? To address these questions, we introduce a
novel approach in which the proposed ranking algorithm is
implemented as a smart contract within a permissioned blockchain
framework called Sawtooth. Through comprehensive experiments
and comparisons with state-of-the-art baseline ranking solutions,
our framework demonstrates its effectiveness in providing nuanced
rankings that consider both desirable and undesirable properties.
Furthermore, our framework serves as a valuable tool for selecting
the optimal synthetic data generators for specific needs while
ensuring compliance with data protection principles.

I. INTRODUCTION

Synthetic data generation is increasingly acknowledged as
a vital solution to overcome data-related challenges such as
scarcity, bias, and privacy concerns. By generating artificial
data sets that reflect real-world datasets, synthetic data offers a
solution to replace the real data, balancing the need to replicate
key data attributes while safeguarding sensitive information.
This balance is pivotal, as it requires a careful blend of
replicating essential real data aspects and adhering to ethical
and legal standards.

The essence of synthetic data generation lies in its purpose;
the ’why’ that dictates the ’how’. As highlighted in various
studies [50], including those in the healthcare domain [62],
different purposes for generating synthetic datasets require
different levels of fidelity and characteristics. From software
testing to complex data analysis, the purpose shapes the
required properties of the synthetic data. This purpose-driven
approach is critical to determine which real data properties
must be replicated and which should be omitted, making the
generation technique an important decision.

Despite the existence of several studies on the generation
of synthetic tabular data [49] [51], there is only a paucity of
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research focused on the systematic ranking of these techniques.
Existing studies [19, 40, 46, 57] focus primarily on ranking
generators based on their ability to replicate properties from
real to synthetic data. However, these studies overlook the
evaluation of undesirable properties in their rankings. This gap
signifies a lack of assurance that principles such as purpose
limitation, data minimization, and data protection by design and
default [63] are adhered to in the synthetic data. Consequently,
the rankings might misguide decision-makers by highlighting
generators that do not comprehensively evaluate all aspects of
regulatory compliance and data protection principles.

The selection process of synthetic data generators must be
meticulously aligned with data protection regulations, such as
the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), particu-
larly its principles of data minimization, purpose limitation, and
data protection by design and default [63]. GDPR underscores
the importance of protecting personal data and ensuring that
data processing is purpose-specific, avoiding excessive data
collection or usage. This regulatory framework necessitates a
method in which synthetic data generation adheres to these
principles, guaranteeing compliance and ethical integrity.

In navigating the complex landscape of synthetic data
generators, an indexing metric is indispensable [42, 49, 54].
This metric should be designed to rank different synthetic data
generators based on their ability to meet specific purposes,
evaluating and comparing various generators against a set of
criteria. This evaluation should encompass both the technical
efficacy of each generator and its alignment with legal and
ethical standards, promoting a comprehensive approach to
generator selection.

Moreover, the European Union’s Artificial Intelligence Act
(EU AI Act) proposal [30] requires transparency in AI systems,
requiring clear disclosures about their capabilities and the
governance of the data they use. Organizations employing
synthetic data generation processes must ensure transparency,
accountability, and auditability to comply with both the EU
AI Act and GDPR. This is particularly crucial when personal
data is utilized to train generators.

In response, organizations can adopt permissioned blockchain
frameworks [59] to integrate the ranking process, thereby
adhering to regulatory requirements and ethical standards. This
approach not only ensures compliance with the EU AI Act
and GDPR but also enhances the transparency, accountability,
and auditability of the selection process for synthetic data
generators. This is particularly crucial when personal data is
used to train generators or when synthetic data generators
are applied in critical sectors such as healthcare and criminal
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justice.
Permissioned blockchain frameworks have been studied

extensively in the literature [5, 15, 26, 34, 35, 44, 48, 53].
A permissioned blockchain is a type of blockchain where
access is controlled by a consortium or organization, and only
a limited number of participants have the permission to validate
block transactions and append the transactions to the ledger,
unlike permissionless blockchains. Furthermore, permissioned
blockchains typically offer higher transaction throughput and
low latency compared to permissionless blockchains [31].

Permissioned blockchain frameworks offer several beneficial
features for managing the process of ranking synthetic data
generators. By controlling access, permissioned blockchains
ensure that only authorized entities can contribute and access
the blockchain. This feature can protect the process of ranking
synthetic data generators from unauthorized access. Even
though permissioned, the blockchain provides a transparent
ledger of all transactions. This transparency means that the
criteria used for ranking, the ranking outcome, and the ranking
algorithm itself can be tracked and audited, building trust
among users with respect to the quality and reliability of
synthetic data. Furthermore, smart contracts can automate the
ranking and validation process of synthetic data generators, ex-
ecuting predefined algorithms when the appropriate conditions
are met.

Using a permissioned blockchain technology, our aim is
to build a framework that not only meets the technical and
operational requirements for effective synthetic data genera-
tion, but also upholds the core principles of accountability,
transparency, and auditability. This framework also supports
data minimization, purpose limitation, and data protection by
design and default in a secure, regulated, and efficient manner.

The summary of our main contributions is listed as follows:
• We introduce a novel ranking algorithm with a well-grounded

theory that advances the state-of-the-art in ranking synthetic
data generators. This algorithm distinguishes itself by simul-
taneously considering desired and undesired properties while
also taking into account the significance of each property
relative to a specific purpose.

• We demonstrate the integration of this ranking algorithm
within a permissioned blockchain framework, specifically
Sawtooth [65], to enhance the accountability, auditability,
and transparency of the synthetic data generation ranking
process for an organisation.

• We conduct a comparative analysis of our proposed ranking
algorithm against established baseline algorithms to highlight
the advantages and improvements of our proposed ranking
algorithm.

• We conduct experiments to validate our ranking algorithm’s
practicality and performance when implemented as part of a
permissioned blockchain framework.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II intro-
duces our system model. Section III proposes our mathematical
framework, workflow and algorithms to rank synthetic data gen-
erators. Section IV shows how the ranking algorithm proposed
in Section III can be integrated into a permissioned blockchain
(Sawtooth) [65]. Section V presents our experiments that
validate the proposed framework and a comparison with an

existing baseline ranking solution. Section VI examines the
correctness, computational complexity, scalability, security and
privacy analysis, limitations, and social and ethical implications
of our framework. The position of our work in advancing
the state-of-the-art in synthetic data evaluation is discussed
in Section VII. Section VIII explores different directions for
the further development of the proposed framework. Finally,
Section IX concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Our system model is designed to integrate synthetic data
generation with GDPR principles and an indexing metric. The
model is structured around key roles such as Product Manager,
Data Scientist, multiple stakeholders, and External Auditor of
an organization as shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. An Overview of a System Model for Ranking Synthetic Data Generators
in Permissioned Blockchain, Covering Various User Roles.
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The Product Manager collaborates with all relevant stake-
holders to define the specifications for generating synthetic
data. These specifications encompass seven key elements:
• The purpose for which the synthetic datasets are generated.
• The quality indicators that categorize the qualities to be

assessed in the synthetic data relevant to the identified
purpose.

• The desired properties of real data sets within each quality
indicator that need to be replicated in synthetic data sets.

• The undesired properties within each quality indicator of
real datasets that should not be replicated in the synthetic
datasets.

• Weighted scoring applied to the quality indicators. The
weighted score represents the relative importance of quality
indicators.

• Weighted scoring applied to metrics that represent the desired
properties within these indicators. The weighted scoring
indicates the relative importance of the metrics that represent
the desired properties.

• Weighted scoring applied to metrics that represent the
undesirable properties within these indicators.
These specifications are written in the blockchain. The

ultimate goal of the Product Manager is to obtain synthetic
data that aligns closely with these detailed specifications.

The Data Scientist retrieves the Product Manager’s speci-
fications from the blockchain and conducts experiments with
various synthetic data generators. Then, the Data Scientist
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evaluates the effectiveness of these generators against the
metrics defined in the specifications and then records the results
of these evaluations back to the blockchain.

The blockchain system utilizes a smart contract that accesses
the specifications of the Product Manager and the evaluation
results of the synthetic data generators from the Data Sci-
entist. This contract computes the ranking of the synthetic
data generators, aligning them with the Product Manager’s
specifications. The ranking results are subsequently written
back to the blockchain.

Upon reading the ranking results from the blockchain,
the Data Scientist identifies the most suitable synthetic data
generated by the top-ranked generator according to the given
specifications. This identified synthetic data set is then provided
to the Product Manager.

An external or independent auditor accesses the Product
Manager’s specifications and retrieves the evaluation results
and the ranking list from the Data Scientists. The auditor
verifies whether these inputs from the Product Manager and
Data Scientist correspond with the records on the blockchain.
Finally, the auditor writes the verification results back into the
blockchain.

Our system model incorporates a permissioned blockchain
network executing a consensus protocol such as the Practical
Byzantine Fault Tolerant (PBFT) [3], which offers robust
guarantees against Byzantine faults. To adhere to the 3f +
1 rule, where f represents the number of Byzantine nodes, our
network includes at least four nodes. This configuration ensures
tolerance of at least one Byzantine fault node. Each node, which
hosts the ledger and smart contracts, is strategically deployed
in different departments within the organization, including the
compliance department.

The deployment of nodes across various departments fa-
cilitates the assignment of specific roles to each node. For
instance, if the product manager and the data scientists are
in separate departments, one node will be deployed in the
department of the product manager and another in that of the
data scientist. Consequently, each department, based on its
specific role, can utilize client applications to interact with the
blockchain network.

A. Threat Model

• Repudiation attack: The product manager could deny setting
incorrect criteria that are not aligned with the purpose, which
can corrupt the ranking algorithm and violate the GDPR
principles. Likewise, data scientists could deny providing
incorrect evaluation metrics and associated values and not
using the correct output of the ranking algorithm. The
blockchain developer can write incorrect smart contracts
and the auditor can deny his/her incorrect verification result.

• Colluding attack: A minority of departments can attempt
to replace the correct nodes that host the ledger and smart
contracts with incorrect nodes.

• Poisoning attack: Accidental or intentional manipulation of
the stored inputs and the output of the ranking algorithm.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, we first introduce the definition and concepts
required to understand the proposed algorithm.

A. Definitions and Concepts

1) Purposes and Quality Indicators: The quality of synthetic
data in synthetic data generation starts with two key elements:
a) purposes and b) quality indicators (QIs). To formalize this
concept, we define a purpose P as a set of individual purposes
p, each associated with a distinct set of QIs, as shown in
Equations 1 and 2. In this case, each purpose can be viewed
as an independent scenario/use case.

P = {p1, p2, · · · , p|P |} (1)

For each specific purpose pi within P , we define a corre-
sponding collection of QIpi shown in Equation 2.

QIpi = {QIpi

1 , QIpi

2 , . . . , QIpi
|QIpi |} (2)

In Equation 2, each QIpi

j represents a unique quality
indicator j of synthetic data, contributing to the general
assessment of the quality of synthetic data QIpi , aligned with
the defined purpose pi.

QItotal =

|P |⋃
i=1

QIpi (3)

Equation 3 defines QItotal which represents the total set
of unique Quality Indicators for all purposes within the
organization.

2) Relative Importance of Quality Indicators: Weights
are assigned to each QIpi

j in QIpi to signify their relative
importance in the overall quality assessment of synthetic data
for the purpose pi. These weights are structured in a matrix
W to reflect their significance for various purposes.
W is defined as a matrix with columns representing the

elements from the Quality Indicators QItotal and the rows
represent the elements from the purposes P ,

W =


w11 w12 · · · w1|QItotal|
w21 w22 · · · w2|QItotal|

...
...

. . .
...

w|P |1 w|P |2 · · · w|P ||QItotal|

 (4)

In Equation 4, wij denotes the weight of jth desirable quality
indicator QIpi

j for the ith purpose (pi). The size of matrix W
is |P | × |QItotal| where |P | is the total number of purposes,
|QItotal| is the total count of different quality indicators for
all purposes.

W = wij ∈ [0, 1] ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |P |},∀j ∈ {1, . . . , |QItotal|}
(5)

In equation 5, W is a matrix where each element wij

represents the weight assigned to the quality indicator jth

for the purpose ith. The value of each wij is within the range
[0, 1], which indicates the importance of each quality indicator
relative to a specific purpose pi. The index j corresponds to
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each quality indicator within the total set of quality indicators
QItotal.

The weights in each row of W should be normalized to
ensure that they sum up to 1 providing a balanced assessment
of Quality Indicators QIpi within each purpose pi as shown
in Equation 6.

|QIpi |∑
j=1

wij = 1 ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |P |} (6)

The normalization constraint defined in Equation 6 ensures
that, for each purpose, the collective weight of all Quality
Indicators is balanced, providing a comprehensive and equitable
approach to evaluating each Quality Indicator.

3) Metrics, Desired and Undesired properties: While Qual-
ity Indicators (QIs) are higher-level abstractions representing
different dimensions or aspects of quality in synthetic data,
metrics offer a more granular view. They are practical, quan-
tifiable measures that collectively assess the performance of a
quality indicator (QI).

Metrics represent both desired and undesired properties in
synthetic data. Desired properties are those aspects of real data
that should be replicated in synthetic data, while undesired
properties are aspects of real data that should not be replicated.

For each Quality Indicator QIpi

j of purpose pi, a corre-

sponding set of metrics MQI
p
+
i

j and MQI
p
−
i

j are assigned to
quantitatively measure the characteristics of the synthetic data.

Formally, the set of metrics for MQI
p
+
i

j and MQI
p
−
i

j is defined
as in Equations 7 and 8.

MQI
p
+
i

j = {mQI
p
+
i

j

1 ,m
QI

p
+
i

j

2 , . . . ,m
QI

p
+
i

j

|MQI
p
+
i

j |

} (7)

MQI
p
−
i

j = {mQI
p
−
i

j

1 ,m
QI

p
−
i

j

2 , . . . ,m
QI

p
−
i

j

|MQI
p
−
i

j |

} (8)

MQI
p
+
i

j denotes the set of metrics that measure desirable

properties for the purpose pi. In contrast, MQI
p
−
i

j represents
the set of metrics that evaluate undesirable properties for the
same purpose pi within the quality indicator QIpi

j .

MQI
p
+
i

j ∩MQI
p
−
i

j = ∅
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |P |},∀j ∈ {1, . . . , |QItotal|}

(9)

Equation 9 represents the nonoverlapping constraint in which
the metrics measuring desirable properties are distinct and do
not overlap with those measuring undesirable properties for any
given purpose in any quality indicator. It is a critical aspect of
ensuring that the assessment of synthetic data quality is clear,
unambiguous, and accurately reflects the distinct characteristics
of desirable and undesirable properties.

M+
total =

|P |⋃
i=1

|QItotal|⋃
j=1

MQI
p
+
i

j (10)

M−
total =

|P |⋃
i=1

|QItotal|⋃
j=1

MQI
p
−
i

j (11)

Equations 10 and 11 represent the unified set that contains
all unique metrics used for all purposes and quality indicators
to evaluate desirable properties and undesirable properties,
respectively.

Mtotal = M+
total ∪M−

total (12)

Equation 12 provides a comprehensive collection of all
metrics used in the assessment of Quality Indicators for any
purpose.

4) Relative Importance of Metrics for each Quality Indicator:
The importance of each metric in evaluating the performance
of a Quality Indicator (QI) is quantified by assigning weights.
These weights reflect how significantly each metric contributes
to the assessment of QI for different purposes.

The weights are organized into two matrices, one for metrics
associated with desired properties and the other for metrics
related to undesired properties.

For metrics associated with desirable properties, we define
a weight matrix WM+

as shown in Equation 13.

WM+

=


wM+

11 wM+

12 · · · wM+

1|M+
total|

wM+

21 wM+

22 · · · wM+

2|M+
total|

...
...

. . .
...

wM+

|P |1 wM+

|P |2 · · · wM+

|P ||M+
total|

 (13)

In equation 13, wM+

ij denotes the weight of the jth metric
for the purpose ith, with respect to desirable properties.

f : WM+

→M+
total (14)

Equation 14 establishes the relationship between the weights
in WM+

and their corresponding metrics in M+
total. This

association focuses on metrics that assess desirable properties
for each purpose and quality indicator, thereby ensuring that
the weights accurately reflect the relevance of each metric in
overall evaluation of synthetic data quality.

Similarly, for metrics associated with undesirable properties,
we define the weight matrix WM−

as shown in Equation 15.

WM−
=


wM−

11 wM−

12 · · · wM−

1|M−
total|

wM−

21 wM−

22 · · · wM−

2|M−
total|

...
...

. . .
...

wM−

|P |1 wM−

|P |2 · · · wM−

|P ||M−
total|

 (15)

In equation 15, wM−

ij denotes the weight of the jth metric
for the purpose ith, but in this case the focus is on undesirable
properties.

g : WM−
→M−

total (16)

Equation 16 introduces the mapping function g, which links
the weights in WM−

to their corresponding metrics in M−
total.
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This setup is pivotal in ensuring that the weights mirror the
importance of each metric in evaluating negative aspects of the
Quality Indicators, contributing to the thorough and balanced
assessment of synthetic data quality.

WM+

= wM+

ij ∈ [0, 1]

∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |P |},∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |M+
total|} (17)

WM−
= wM−

ij ∈ [0, 1]

∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |P |},∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |M−
total|} (18)

In both WM+

and WM−
, the values of wM+

ij and wM−

ij are
between 0 and 1 indicate varying degrees of importance or
undesirability. A weight closer to 1 implies higher significance
or undesirability, depending on whether it is in WM+ (positive,
desirable aspects) or WM− (negative, undesirable aspects). In
contrast, a weight closer to 0 indicates lesser importance or
undesirability.

The weights in each row of WM+

and WM−
should

be normalized so that they sum to 1 ensuring a balanced
assessment of metrics within each purpose pi.

For the weights of positive metrics:

|M+
total|∑

j=1

wM+

ij = 1 ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |P |} (19)

For the weights of negative metrics:

|M−
total|∑

j=1

wM−

ij = 1 ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |P |} (20)

Equations 19 and 20 represent normalization constraints
for both WM+

and WM−
. This normalization constraint thus

ensures that the collective weight of all the metrics for each
purpose is normalized, providing a balanced approach to
evaluating each quality indicator.

B. Proposed Workflow

We divide our proposed scheme into four phases: a) specifi-
cation setting, b) metric evaluation, c) ranking generation, and
d) auditing phase.

1) Specification Setting: In the Specification Setting phase,
the Product Manager collaborates with multiple stakeholders
to define the specifications for synthetic data generation. The
specifications include the following criteria:
• Purposes for Synthetic Data Generation: A comprehensive

list of purposes for which the synthetic datasets are to be
generated (refer to Equation 1).

• Quality Indicators per Purpose: A detailed list of Quality
Indicators for each identified purpose (refer to Equation 2).

• Importance of Quality Indicators: The relative importance
of these Quality Indicators for each purpose is outlined,
incorporating corresponding constraints to maintain balance
(refer to Equations 4 and 5, as well as Equation 6).

• Metrics for Desired Properties: A catalog of metrics mea-
suring desired properties for each Quality Indicator across
purposes, ensuring compliance with relevant constraints (refer
to Equation 7 and Equation 9).

• Metrics for Undesired Properties: A catalog of metrics
measuring undesired properties for each Quality Indicator
across purposes, ensuring compliance with relevant con-
straints (refer to Equation 8 and Equation 9).

• Importance of Metrics for Desired Properties: The relative
significance of metrics assessing desired properties is defined,
aligning with their corresponding weights and ensuring
adherence to normalization constraints (refer to Equations 13,
14, and 17, along with Equation 19).

• Importance of Metrics for Undesired Properties: The
relative significance of metrics assessing undesired properties
is also established, with appropriate weighting and adherence
to normalization constraints (refer to Equations 15, 16, and
18, as well as Equation 20).

• Categorization of Metrics Based on Their Numerical
Characteristics: All evaluation metrics across various pur-
poses are categorized into three distinct types based on their
numerical characteristics: a) metrics where a lower value
indicates better performance, denoted by MLB), b) metrics
where a higher value indicates better performance, denoted
by MHB , and c) metrics where performance is optimal when
values are closer to a specified constant, dentoed by MCC .
This categorization allows for a more nuanced and accurate
ranking of generators. Without these categorization, such
nuances could be missed, leading to inaccurate comparisons.
These definitions collectively ensure compliance with prin-

ciples such as data minimization, purpose limitation, and data
protection by design and default. In addition, they establish
criteria for ranking synthetic data generators. Consequently,
the Product Manager registers all these definitions on the
consortium blockchain to ensure transparency, auditability, and
accountability.

At this stage, it is important that product manager realizes
the rule for assigning metrics into desirable and undesirable
properties. The rule is primarily centered on the intended
purpose. Metrics that align with the primary goals and
requirements of the purpose should be categorized as desirable
properties. Metrics that represent aspects of synthetic data that
should be minimized or controlled should be categorized as
undesirable properties.

It is crucial to understand that the same metric can be desir-
able in one purpose and undesirable in another. This variability
underscores the importance of a thorough evaluation of purpose
when categorizing metrics. Hence, it is the responsibility of
the product manager to consider how the high or low values of
each metric impact the general purpose for which the synthetic
data are generated before defining the equations 7, and 8.

2) Metric Evaluations: In the Metric Evaluations phase, the
Data Scientist, having access to the real data, experiments with
various synthetic data generators. The effectiveness of these
generators is evaluated against predefined criteria retrieved
from the consortium blockchain. For a given purpose pi, the
Data Scientist focuses on two key sets of metrics: Metrics
representing desirable properties, as defined in Equation 7.
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Metrics representing undesirable properties, as defined in
Equation 8.

Across all purposes, the data scientist focuses on metrics
comprising desirable and undesirable properties, as defined in
Equation 12. The evaluation process involves assessing how
well each synthetic data generator performs in assessing these
metrics. The number of synthetic data generators considered
is given by Equation 21.

T = {T1, T2, . . . , T|T |} (21)

The evaluation results are quantitatively captured in a
matrix E with rows representing a synthetic data generator
T and columns representing the list of metrics as shown in
Equation 12. The evaluation matrix E is mathematically defined
as:

E =


e11 e12 · · · e1|Mtotal|
e21 e22 · · · e2|Mtotal|

...
...

. . .
...

e|T |1 e|T |2 · · · e|T ||Mtotal|

 (22)

In this matrix:

• Each element eij represents the performance score of the ith

synthetic data generator with respect to the jth metric. This
score is derived from the addition of multiple evaluations in
the datasets generated by each synthetic data generator.

• The size of the E matrix is |T | × |Mtotal|.
The matrix E containing values along with T is recorded

in the consortium blockchain by the data scientist.
3) Ranking Generation: The primary objective in the

Ranking Generation phase is to systematically rank synthetic
data generators based on their effectiveness in adhering to
predefined criteria for a given purpose pi. Specifically, the
objective is to quantify the adherence to desirable properties
and the avoidance of undesirable properties.

To facilitate this, transformation matrices E+
pi

and E−
pi

are
generated from the matrix E for each purpose pi. The matrix
E+

pi
captures the performance of each experimented generator

against the metrics that measure desirable properties. Each row
corresponds to a specific synthetic data generator x in T , and
each column represents a desirable metric k in M+

total. The
structure of the E+

pi
matrix is shown in Equation 23.

E+
pi

=


e+11 e+12 · · · e+1|M+total|
e+21 e+22 · · · e+2|M+total|

...
...

. . .
...

e+|T |1 e+|T |2 · · · e+|T ||M+total|

 (23)

Similarly, the matrix E−
pi

records the performance of each
experimented generator against the metrics that measure
undesirable properties. Each row corresponds to a specific
synthetic data generator x in T , and each column represents a
desirable metric l in M−

total. The structure of the E−
pi

matrix is
shown in Equation 24.

E+
pi

=


e−11 e−12 · · · e−1|M−total|
e−21 e−22 · · · e−2|M−total|

...
...

. . .
...

e−|T |1 e−|T |2 · · · e−|T ||M−total|

 (24)

The objective function for each generator Tx for a purpose
pi is mathematically formulated as follows:

ScoreTx
=


|QItotal|∑
j=1

Wij ×

|M+
total|∑

k=1

e+ixk ×WM+

ik


−

|QItotal|∑
j=1

Wij ×

|M−
total|∑

l=1

e−ixl ×WM−

il


∀x ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |T |}
∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |QItotal|}
∀k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |M+total|}
∀l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |M−total|}
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |P |}

(25)

Equation 25 calculates a composite score for each synthetic
data generator Tx for the specified purpose pi. The compu-
tation considers the hierarchical structure of the weights: the
significance of each Quality Indicator (QI) and the relative
importance of each metric within those QIs. The approach
ensures that the overall score not only reflects the performance
of each generator on individual metrics, but also emphasizes
the significance of those metrics in the broader context of each
QI.

By computing ScoreTx, for each generator, we can rank
them according to their overall effectiveness in meeting
the specifications set by the product manager. This ranking
approach facilitates the identification of the most suitable
synthetic data generators that best align with the specific
requirements for each purpose pi.

Algorithm 1 presents a thorough and flexible approach to
evaluate and rank synthetic data generators for a variety of
defined purposes. This framework systematically considers the
performance of each generator in selected metrics, as well as
the relative importance of these metrics, as determined by the
specific requirements associated with each purpose in the set P .
This ensures that the ranking process is not only performance-
based, but also aligns with the nuanced demands and priorities
of each distinct purpose.

The summary of Algorithm 1 is as follows: The algorithm
commences by establishing the necessary inputs as outlined
in the Inputs part of the Algorithm 1. Then it initializes an
empty dictionary AllRankings to store the calculated scores
of the generators for each purpose. For each specified purpose
pi within P , the algorithm performs the following steps:
• It constructs the matrices E+

pi
and E−

pi
from E by employing

the Algorithm 2. These matrices capture the performance
of each generator in terms of metrics identified as desirable
or undesirable. The transformation applied is tailored to
reflect the inherent nature of each metric, highlighting the
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Algorithm 1 Rank Generators Across All Purposes
Inputs:
P : A set of all purposes for which synthetic datasets are
generated
T : A set of generators
E: A raw metric performance score matrix
MLB: A set of metrics, categorized into "lower is better".
MHB: A set of metrics, categorized into "higher is better".
MCC: A set of ordered pair containing metrics, categorized
into "closer to a constant is better" and the associated
constant.
WM+

: A desired property weight matrix
WM−

: An undesired property weight matrix
W : A Quality Indicator weight matrix
Output:
A rank list of generators, sorted in ascending order for
each purpose, where the lowest numerical rank signifies
the most suitable generator for that respective purpose

1: procedure RANKGENERATORSALLPURPOSES(P , T , E,
W , MLB, MHB, MCC, WM+

, WM−
)

2: Initialize an empty dictionary AllRankings
3: for pi in P do
4: Extract WM+

pi
from WM+

5: Extract WM−

pi
from WM−

6: M+
pi
← column (metric) names of WM+

pi

7: M−
pi
← column (metric) names of WM−

pi

8: (E+
pi
, E−

pi
)← Transformation(

E, T, pi,MLB,MHB,MCC,M
+
pi
,M−

pi
)

9: Extract Wpi
from W

10: Sorted← RankGenerators(pi, E+
pi
, E−

pi
,

Wpi
,WM+

pi
,WM−

pi
, T )

11: AllRankings[pi]← Sorted
12: end for
13: Write AllRankings to the ledger hosted by a consor-

tium blockchain
14: return AllRankings
15: end procedure

algorithm’s adaptability to accommodating diverse evaluation
needs. The purpose of the transformation function is to
prepare the inputs (E) provided by the data scientist so that
they can be applied effectively to the ranking equation 25.
This involves ensuring that performance values are uniformly
interpreted in E where higher values in any metric represent
better performance. The function categorizes these values
into desired (Eˆ+pi

) and (E−
pi

) performance categories.
• Then extracts the relevant Quality Indicator weights (Wpi

)
and metric weights (WM+

pi
and WM−

pi
) or the current

purpose.
• Subsequently, the Algorithm 3 is invoked with these inputs,

calculating and organizing the generators based on their
overall performance scores, taking into account both desirable
and undesirable characteristics.
The algorithm compiles the sorted rankings for each purpose

within the AllRankings dictionary. After all purposes have
been processed, AllRankings is committed to a consortium

Algorithm 2 Ranking per Metric Transformation
Inputs:
pi: The specific purpose or scenario under evaluation, for
which the ranking of generators is generated
T : The set of all synthetic data generators that are evaluated.
These generators are represented as rows in the matrix E
E: The raw performance score matrix where each entry
Et,m denotes the performance score of the generator t ∈ T
on metric m. The matrix encapsulates the performance of
all generators in various evaluation metrics
MLB: A set of metrics, classified as "lower is better"
MHB: A set of metrics, classified as "higher is better"
MCC: A set of ordered pairs (m,Cm) containing metrics
categorized as "closer to a constant is better" and the
associated constant
M+

pi
: A set of metrics that represent the desired properties

in the context of pi
M−

pi
: A set of metrics representing the undesired properties

in the context of pi
Outputs:
Transformation matrices containing the new transformed
evaluation values E+

pi
and E−

pi
for a given purpose pi

1: procedure TRANSFORMATION(pi, T , E, MLB, MHB, MCC,
M+

pi
, M−

pi
)

2: Initialize matrices E+
pi

and E−
pi

with dimensions |T | ×
|M+

pi
| and |T | × |M−

pi
| respectively.

3: Mpi

total ←M+
pi
∪M−

pi

4: for each metric mj ∈Mpi

total do
5: Create a list Lmj

containing pairs of (tk, E[tk][mj ])
for each tk ∈ T fo

6: if mj ∈MLB then
7: Sort Lmj

in ascending order based on
E[tk][mj ].

8: else if mj ∈MHB then
9: Sort Lmj

in descending order based on
E[tk][mj ].

10: else if mj ∈MCC then
11: Sort Lmj

based on the closeness of E[tk][mj ]
to Cmj

12: end if
13: Assign ranks to each tk in Lmj

based on its position
in the sorted list

14: Inverse ranks to each tk in Lmj .
15: Store these inverted ranks in a dictionary

RankDictmj
with generator identifiers as keys

16: end for
17: for each mj in Mpi

total and a tk ∈ T do
18: if mj ∈Mp+

i then
19: E+

pi
[tk][mj ] = RankDictmj [tk]

20: end if
21: if mj ∈Mp−

i then
22: E−

pi
[tk][mj ] = RankDictmj

[tk]
23: end if
24: end for
25: return E+

pi
and E−

pi

26: end procedure
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Algorithm 3 Rank Generators for a Purpose pi
Inputs:
pi: The specific purpose or scenario under evaluation for
which the generator ranking is generated
T : The set of all synthetic data generators that are evaluated.
These generators are represented as rows in the matrix E
E+

pi
: A transformed matrix containing rank scores for all

metrics categorized as desired properties
E−

pi
: A transformed matrix containing rank scores for all

metrics categorized as undesired properties
Wpi

: The weights of the quality indicator in the context
of a purpose pi
WM+

pi
: The desired property metric weights in the context

of a purpose pi
WM−

pi
: The undesired property metric weights in the

context of a purpose pi
Outputs:
A sorted list of generators for the specific purpose pi is
arranged in ascending order, where the lowest numerical
rank represents the generator most suitable for the specific
purpose pi

1: procedure RANKGENERATORS(pi, T , E+
pi

, E−
pi

, Wpi
,

WM+

pi
, WM−

pi
)

2: Initialize an empty list Scores
3: |M+

pi
| ← number of metrics in WM+

pi

4: |M−
pi
| ← number of metrics in WM−

pi

5: for tk ∈ T do
6: OverallScorei ← 0
7: DesiredScorei ← 0
8: UndesiredScorei ← 0
9: for mj ∈M+

pi
do

10: DesiredMetricWeight←WM+

pi
[mj ]

11: QICategoryWeight←Wpi
[category mj ]

12: DesiredTransformedValue← E+
pi
[tk][mj ]

13: DesiredScorei ← DesiredScorei +
(DesiredTransformedValue × DesiredMetricWeight ×
QICategoryWeight)

14: end for
15: for mj ∈M−

pi
do

16: UndesiredMetricWeight←WM−

pi
[mj ]

17: QICategoryWeight←Wpi
[category mj ]

18: UndesiredTransformedValue← E−
pi
[tk][mj ]

19: UndesiredScorei ← UndesiredScorei −
(UndesiredTransformedValue×UndesiredMetricWeight×
QICategoryWeight)

20: end for
21: OverallScorei ← DesiredScorei −

UnDesiredScorei
22: Append OverallScorei and tk as a pair to Scores
23: end for
24: Sort tk within Scores based on OverallScore in

descending order.
25: Write the SortedScores for pi to the ledger hosted

by the consortium blockchain
26: return SortedScores for pi recorded in the blockchain
27: end procedure

blockchain and returned. This process ensures a holistic and
transparent record of generator rankings for each distinct
purpose, reflecting a balance between performance metrics
and specific purpose requirements.

The algorithm 2 provides a procedure for transforming
the raw performance scores of synthetic data generators into
matrices that reflect their performance in relation to the desired
and undesired properties for a specific evaluation purpose.
The summary of Algorithm 2 is as follows: E+

pi
and E−

pi
, are

initialized to store transformed scores. Their dimensions are
determined by the number of generators and the number of
metrics categorized as desired or undesired for the specific
purpose. For each metric mj , the algorithm creates a list of
pairs consisting of generator identifiers and their corresponding
scores for mj . These lists are then sorted according to the
nature of the metric:

• For metrics where lower scores are better (MLB), the list is
sorted in ascending order.

• For metrics where higher scores are better (MHB), it is sorted
in descending order.

• For optimal metrics at a specific constant (MCC), it is sorted
based on the proximity to the constant value associated with
each metric.

After sorting, each generator is assigned a rank based on its
position in the sorted list for each metric. A lower value in each
metric denotes a better performer. However, to align with the
ranking Equation 25, where higher values represent superior
performance, the ranks are inverted. These inverted ranks are
stored in a dictionary for convenient access. Subsequently,
the algorithm populates E+

pi
and E−

pi
using the ranks of the

dictionary. For each generator and metric, if the metric is
desirable for the purpose, its rank is stored in E+

pi
; if it is

undesirable, the rank is stored in E−
pi

. Finally, the algorithm
returns the matrices E+

pi
and E−

pi
, which now reflect the

transformed performance scores of the generators regarding the
desirable and undesirable properties for the specific purpose
pi. These matrices are then utilized in the Algorithm 1.

The algorithm 3 ranks synthetic data generators tailored
for a specific purpose pi. Initially, it initializes an empty
dictionary named Scores to store the calculated scores for
each generator. The algorithm iterates through each generator
tk in T , computing three distinct scores: the desired score and
the undesired score, based on the performance on both desirable
and undesirable metrics, in addition to the overall score derived
by subtracting the undesired score from the desired score.

For each metric mj in M+
pi

and M−
pi

, the desired and
undesired scores are determined by multiplying the transformed
value of the metric from E+

pi
or E−

pi
by their corresponding

weights Wpi
,WM+

pi
, and WM−

pi
. The desired scores are aggre-

gated across all metrics in M+
pi

, and similarly, the undesired
scores are aggregated across all metrics in M−

pi
.

Subsequently, the overall score for each generator tk is
computed by subtracting its undesired scores from its desired
scores. If the overall score of a generator tk is negative, it
indicates that the generator exhibits more undesirable properties
than desired ones; otherwise, it suggests that the generator
exhibits more desirable properties than undesirable ones.
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These scores, along with their respective tk, are stored in
the Scores dictionary. The dictionary then sorttk based on
their overall score in descending order, where the generatortk
with the highest overall score represents the best performance
among the set of generators.

Following this, the algorithm extracts a sorted list of
generators from Scores and records it in a ledger hosted on a
consortium blockchain. This ensures transparency, accountabil-
ity, and auditability of the ranking process.

Finally, the sorted list of generators for pi is returned as
output, which is further utilized in Algorithm 1.

4) Auditing phase: The objective of the audit phase is to
perform an independent review by an auditor to verify that the
ranking of synthetic data generators was completed accurately
and in accordance with the established criteria.

The algorithm 4 summarizes the audit procedure. The
auditor reviews the predefined criteria and metrics the Product
Manager sets, ensuring that they align with legal, ethical, and
organizational standards. This involves analyzing the all the
inputs provided by the product manager towards setting the
criteria for ranking synthetic data generators for each purpose.
The auditor cross-references these criteria with the records
in the consortium blockchain to verify their consistency and
appropriateness.

Moreover, the external auditor conducts a meticulous review
of the inputs provided by the Data Scientists. This includes
a thorough examination of the evaluation matrices E and
T , which are crucial in determining the performance of
each synthetic data generator against the defined metrics. In
addition to this, the auditor accesses the compiled ranking
list AllRankings, utilized by the Data Scientist to select the
optimal synthetic data for the Product Manager’s requirements.
This comprehensive analysis by the auditor ensures the accuracy
and integrity of the evaluation process, confirming that the
rankings and selections reflect the true performance of the
generator.

The auditor meticulously reviews the ranking algorithm and
its implementation to verify its adherence to correct protocols,
particularly focusing on how it integrates the evaluation results
with the weights assigned to Quality Indicators (QIs) and
metrics. To validate the accuracy of the final rankings, the
auditor replicates the ranking process. This is achieved by
invoking the ranking algorithms embedded within the smart
contracts to compare with AllRankings.

In addition to the detailed review and verification process,
the auditor plays a crucial role in maintaining the integrity
and transparency of the system by recording the audit results
on the blockchain. This involves documenting the results of
their examination, including any discrepancies identified or
confirmations of the ranking algorithm’s accuracy. By recording
these results on the blockchain, the auditor ensures that the
audit trail is immutable and verifiable if needed.

The algorithms 1 2 3 4 developed to evaluate and rank
synthetic data generators form an integral part of a robust
framework. This framework ensures a comprehensive and
context-sensitive assessment of each generator. Key to the
functionality of this system are smart contracts, which are

Algorithm 4 Auditing Process for Verification
Inputs:
P : A set of all purposes for which synthetic datasets are
generated
T : A set of generators
E: A raw metric performance score matrix
MLB: A set of metrics, categorized into "lower is better".
MHB: A set of metrics, categorized into "higher is better".
MCC: A set of ordered pair containing metrics, categorized
into "closer to a constant is better" and the associated
constant.
WM+

: A desired property weight matrix
WM−

: An undesired property weight matrix
W : A quality indicator weight matrix
Output:
A boolean audit result. If true, it indicates successful
verification; if false, it denotes inconsistencies

1: procedure AUDITRANKINGS(P , T , E, MLB, MHB, MCC,
WM+

, WM−
, W )

2: Initialize a variable isConsistent as True
3: for each purpose pi in P do

Verify Product Manager’s Specification:
4: - Compare Wpi

, WM+

pi
, WM−

pi
with corresponding

records in Blockchain.
5: - If any inconsistency is found in weight matrices,

flag as inconsistent
Verify Data Scientist’s Evaluation Matrices:

6: - Cross-check E and T against their records in the
Blockchain

7: - If evaluation matrices do not match, flag as
inconsistent
Replicate Ranking Process:

8: - Retrieve SortedGenerators for pi from
blockchain

9: - Use E, Wpi
, WM+

pi
, WM−

pi
, MLB, MHB, MCC

and T for recalculation of SortedGenerators
Compare Rankings:

10: - Match recalculated rankings with the rankings
recorded in the Blockchain

11: - If there is a discrepancy in rankings, flag as
inconsistent

12: - Record any discrepancies or inconsistencies iden-
tified in the blockchain

13: end for
Conclude Audit:

14: - If any inconsistencies are found, isConsistent is set
to False

15: - Record status of isConsistent to the ledger hosted by
the consortium blockchain

16: return isConsistent
17: end procedure
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automated self-executing contracts with the terms of the
agreement directly written into code.

These smart contracts can be invoked upon the recording
of inputs from data scientists and product managers on the
blockchain. When these inputs are recorded, the smart contracts
activate the evaluation and ranking algorithms. This automation
ensures a seamless, efficient, and transparent process. By
integrating these algorithms into smart contracts, the framework
gains several advantages:
• Immutability: Once deployed, the terms within the smart

contract cannot be altered, ensuring the integrity of the
evaluation process.

• Transparency: All stakeholders have visibility into the rules
and conditions set within the smart contracts, promoting trust
and accountability.

• Efficiency: The automation of the evaluation and ranking
process reduces the need for manual intervention, speeding
up the decision-making process.

• Accuracy: By codifying the evaluation criteria and ranking
methodologies into smart contracts, the potential for human
error is significantly reduced. Of course, we assume the
smart contracts are thoroughly code reviewed before being
deployed on the blockchain network.

• Traceability: Each transaction of all end users (product
manager, data scientist, and auditor) is recorded on the
blockchain, providing a transparent and traceable audit trail.

In essence, the integration of these algorithms with blockchain
technology and smart contracts creates a dynamic and reliable
ecosystem for synthetic data generation. This system not only
streamlines the evaluation and ranking of data generators,
but also upholds the principles of fairness, transparency, and
accuracy, which are crucial in building trust among users and
stakeholders in the synthetic data domain.

IV. INTEGRATING THE PROPOSED RANKING ALGORITHMS
WITH A BLOCKCHAIN FRAMEWORK

A. Background on Sawtooth

Sawtooth [65] is an enterprise blockchain platform for
building distributed ledger applications and networks. The
primary reason for selecting Sawtooth for our integration
of algorithms with blockchain technology lies in its ability
to simplify application development. Sawtooth achieves this
through a separation of the application domain from the core
system, facilitated by a feature known as the "transaction
family." This separation allows developers to write smart
contracts in their preferred programming languages, improving
flexibility. Specifically, we opt for Python to implement our
algorithms, leveraging the extensive statistical libraries available
in Python for our purposes.

Figure 2 shows an overview of a Sawtooth blockchain
network. At its core, a Sawtooth network is comprised of a peer-
to-peer network of Sawtooth nodes, each of which includes
several key components essential for network’s operation.
• Validator: The core component of a Sawtooth node, known

as the validator, defines the node’s configuration, including
network and component endpoints, the list of peers, and the
minimum and maximum number of required peers. It is also

Fig. 2. An Overview of a Sawtooth blockchain network

responsible for validating transactions and blocks received
through the REST API or the peer-to-peer network.

• REST API: A simple interface allows clients to interact
with the validator. The REST API is the component that is
bound to the validator for this purpose.

• Transaction processor: Transaction processor (smart con-
tract) includes the business logic and implemented algorithms
of the application. The transaction processor communicates
with the validator component to get or set the data that is
required for performing the business logic algorithms.
The implemented transaction processor handles the transac-
tion received from the validator. It decodes and deserializes
the payload of the transaction to extract the command and its
list of arguments, which was initiated and serialized by the
client. Then, the corresponding function inside the transaction
processor is run on the basis of the extracted command. Each
function of the transaction processor performs an action based
on a defined command.
In our use case, the action purpose is either populating
the ledger with the generators, quality indicators, desired
and undesired properties, and quality indicator weights,
or computing the method rankings. For this purpose, the
transaction processor gets the ledger state from the validator,
performs the required actions on it, and finally sets the new
state on the ledger.

• Global state: The application data is stored in the Global
state inside the validator component of a Sawtooth node.
The data structure for storing data is a Merkle-Radix tree.
Sawtooth core system takes the responsibility of creating
this data structure and managing the stored data. The part
that is related to the application level is constructing address
schemes for each data that is going to be stored in the leaf
nodes of the tree. The address must be computable by any
Sawtooth node (specifically by the validator component) or
the client that needs to access it. Therefore, the address must
be defined in the application on both the client side and the
transaction processor side in a deterministic way.
We construct the addresses using the hex-encoded hash values
of a specific string to be deterministically calculable on
the transaction processor side and on the client side for
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registering into and reading from the ledger. Each address
scheme includes a namespace prefix. We define separate
namespaces for each category of our data, i.e. generators,
quality indicators, quality indicator weights, desirable and
undesirable properties, and rankings, to be able to access
the Merkle-radix tree of each of them independently.

• Consensus engine: A Sawtooth node needs a component
that implements the consensus algorithm. Consensus engine
component cooperates with the validator to run the consen-
sus algorithm. Sawtooth supports two types of consensus
algorithms for a blockchain network deployment: PoET
(Proof of Elapsed Time) and PBFT (Practical Byzantine
Fault Tolerance).
PoET uses a leader-election lottery system to decide who
has the right to publish a block. Based on this algorithm,
each Sawtooth node must generate a random waiting time
and sleep for the generated random period. The node that
completes its waiting time and wakes up first can commit
a block and publish it to the network. However, PBFT
is a voting-based consensus algorithm. In each round of
publishing a block, the network chooses a leader. The leader
publishes its block, and the other nodes vote on the block
to commit or reject it.
Given our use case’s operational context within an enterprise
environment, we inherently assume a partially synchronous
system. This assumption reflects the typical conditions
of enterprise systems, where communication delays are
expected to be bounded, despite being subject to occasional
fluctuations. In light of this framework, our decision to select
PBFT over PoET for our blockchain deployment is driven
by two key considerations, particularly relevant in a partially
synchronous environment. First, PBFT provides better safety
and liveness guarantees than PoET. PBFT guarantees that the
system remains in a correct state, provided that the number
of Byzantine nodes in the network does not exceed one third
of the total network. This feature ensures that transactions are
inevitably processed, offering a higher degree of reliability.
Second, PBFT delivers deterministic consensus outcomes,
ensuring that once a consensus on blocks is reached, these
blocks are irrevocably committed across all Sawtooth nodes,
effectively negating the possibility of network forks.

B. Smart Contracts for Ranking Synthetic Data Generators
and Auditing the Ranking Process

In our use case, the development of smart contracts is
based on the ranking algorithms proposed in Section III. Our
smart contracts are designed with two primary objectives. The
first is to automatically rank synthetic data generators for a
specified purpose, based on input from product managers and
data scientists. The second objective is to enable auditors to
automatically review the inputs from product managers and
data scientists for a specific purpose and to verify the final
ranking outcomes of synthetic data generators for that purpose.

We propose four main modules within the smart contract to
achieve these goals: a) Write to the Ledger, b) Read from the
Ledger, c) Compute Transform and Rank, and d) Audit Check,
as illustrated in Figure 3. Authenticated and authorized clients

Fig. 3. Overview of the Proposed Blockchain Framework for Ranking Synthetic
Data Generators.

can invoke these modules in smart contracts by providing
appropriate attributes as input. The public and private keys
associated with user roles are utilized to establish the user
identity, and a validator component verifies this identity before
smart contracts are invoked.

Fig. 4. Overview of Writing Data through Smart Contracts to the Sawtooth
Ledger: The datasets include inputs from product managers, data scientists,
rankings of synthetic data generators, and audit check results. The namespaces
for each of these datasets are predefined.

The "Write to the Ledger" module can be invoked by Product
Managers and Data Scientists to register their input on the
ledger. Additionally, the "Compute Transform and Rank" and
"Audit Check" modules may also invoke the "Write to the
Ledger" module to record the final ranking for a given purpose
and the results of the audit on the ledger.

The workflow for the "Write to Ledger" module is illustrated
in Figure 4. In our use case, all the data types listed in Table I
adhere to the same process for recording in the Sawtooth
Ledger. The namespaces are predefined for each data type to
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TABLE I
DATA TYPES TO BE RECORDED ON AND READ FROM THE LEDGER HAVE THEIR RESPECTIVE NAMESPACES PREDEFINED WITHIN THE SMART CONTRACTS.

Product Manager Data Scientists Compute Transform and Rank Audit Check Result

Purposes, weight distributions for
desired (WM+) and undesired
properties (WM−), quality indica-
tor weights (W ) and metric classi-
fications (MLB , MHB , MCC )

A raw performance score of syn-
thetic data generators for a specific
purpose (E)

Rankings of synthetic data genera-
tors for a specific purpose

Results of the audit check for a
specific purpose

be recorded in the ledger. Depending on the data type, the
appropriate namespace and the address within that namespace
are identified. The data intended for recording are first encoded
in UTF-8 string format. This encoded data are then assigned
to the data’s specific address within its namespace, utilizing
the internal Sawtooth APIs.

Fig. 5. Overview of Reading Data through the Smart Contract from the
Sawtooth Ledger.

The "Read from the Ledger" module can be invoked by
Product Managers, Data Scientists, Auditors, and the "Compute
Transform and Rank" and "Audit Check" modules. The
workflow for the "Read from Ledger" module is illustrated
in Figure 5. In our scenario, all data types listed in Table I
undergo the same procedure to retrieve data from the Sawtooth
ledger. The predefined namespaces accommodate the data types
that need to be read. Based on the type of data to be accessed,
the relevant namespace is identified and the address of the data
to be read is located. The data is then decoded and transformed
into the suitable data structure. If the data are to be presented
to the client application, it is converted into JSON format; if it
is to be used within the "Compute Transform and Rank" and
"Audit Check" modules of the smart contract, it is converted
into the requisite data structure format.

The "Compute Transform and Rank" module can be invoked
by Product Managers, Data Scientists, Auditors, and the
"Audit Check" module. The primary goal of this workflow
is to compute the final ranking of synthetic data generators
based on the inputs recorded on the blockchain by both the
Product Manager and the Data Scientist. The module comprises
two logical functions: a) transformation and b) ranking. The
transformation function prepares the inputs provided by the
Data Scientists for the ranking process. The ranking function
uses the scoring technique described in Section III to calculate
the final ranking for a specific purpose, taking into account the

input of the Product Manager and the transformed inputs from
the Data Scientists. The final result of the ranking process is
then recorded on the blockchain.

The "Audit Check" module can be invoked by Auditors.
The primary objective of this module is to verify three key
criteria: a) whether the inputs provided by the Product Manager
correspond with the inputs recorded on the blockchain; b)
whether the inputs provided by the Data Scientists match the
inputs recorded on the blockchain; and c) whether the computed
ranking results are consistent with the ranking results stored on
the ledger. If any of these criteria are not met, the result of the
audit check is recorded as false on the blockchain. Otherwise,
it is recorded as true.

C. Deployment of Smart Contracts to the Sawtooth Network

The transaction processor includes the business logic of the
application and contains implementation of all the algorithms
introduced for our application. Since all Sawtooth nodes have
to run the same smart contract in a Sawtooth network, the
developer has to replicate the same transaction processor python
file among all the Sawtooth nodes. In order to connect the
transaction processor to the validator, the URL of the validator
is set in our transaction processor Python code. After adding
this configuration, our transaction processor can run by the
following command on each of the Sawtooth nodes: sudo
python3 ./synthrank_tp-v3.py

By running the transaction processor on all the nodes, it will
wait to be invoked and start its functions as follows when a
client has a request:

1) Receiving transactions from the validator: The validator
receives the batch from the client. The batch is propagated
across the P2P network of Sawtooth node validators.
Validators extract transactions of the batch and send each
valid transaction to its corresponding transaction processor
which is registered before on the validator. For example,
transactions of the same transaction family are sent to
their own transaction processor.

2) Executing the transaction: The transaction processor that
receives the transaction from the validator extracts the
payload of the transaction, decodes, and deserializes the
payload to get the action needed to execute the transaction.
The transaction processor runs the function related to the
action command in the transaction. It gets and sets the
state in the validator as needed to complete the transaction
execution. Figure 6 shows the function written to execute
the weight command of the quality indicator. First, the
state address in which the quality indicator weight of
a purpose is going to be registered is calculated based
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on the previously defined data model. Then, the weight
values of the quality indicator with their purpose name
are encoded and registered in their specific address in the
ledger.

Fig. 6. Populating the ledger with the quality indicator weights

As another example of handling transactions by the
transaction processor, Figure 7 illustrates part of the
function used to rank the methods for different purposes.
Finally, the computed rankings are registered in the
specified state address to be retrievable deterministically
based on the defined data model.

Fig. 7. Populating the ledger after computation of the rankings based on the
registered values

3) Building agreement among validators: Validators start
creating blocks containing the received batches based on
the consensus algorithm. As we are using PBFT consensus,
one leader validator publishes its candidate block across
the validator network. Validators receiving the candidate
block start validating all batches and transactions inside
the block. The Sawtooth core system handles the whole
process of validating and committing the transaction, and
this step is hidden from the scope of the application.

D. Design of Client Application Interface to Blockchain API

Any changes in the global state must be initiated by a
transaction. The client is responsible for creating a transaction

and submitting it to the validator component of the Sawtooth
node through the REST API service. The transaction includes
the data value that will be registered in the blockchain ledger.

We divide the client functionalities into two parts to achieve
the responsibilities of the client. The first part is to provide a
command line interface for the client to initiate the transactions.
Our defined commands in the proposed application support
the application actions such as registering methods, quality
indicators, quality indicator weights, desired and undesired
properties, computing and registering the ranks, showing
any registered data, and auditing all the registered data in
comparison with the given inputs. The second part of the
client functionality is responsible for getting the registered
commands, creating a transaction and a batch, and sending
them to the REST API. These two parts are deployed as two
Python files (synthrank.py and synthrank_client.py). In the
following, we explain how the client is prepared and interacts
with the blockchain API.

1) Creating user signing keys: The validator component of
the Sawtooth node needs to confirm the identity of the
transaction sender for the sake of the privacy and security
of the application. Therefore, a private key file and a public
key file have to be generated on the validator for each of
our users, i.e. the product manager, the data scientist, and
the auditor, to be able to authorize the transaction senders.
Figure 8 shows how the product manager is defined and
therefore will be identified on the Sawtooth node.

Fig. 8. Generating a private key and public key for a client

2) Registering the commands: The user runs the Python file
of the client application where the command-line interface
for initiating transactions is defined. In a terminal, the user
inputs a command based on a defined format. Table II
presents the supported commands for our application users:

For example, Figure 9 shows how the product manager
registers quality indicator weights based on a defined
format in the table. The command "cw" indicates the
registration of quality indicator weights, and the given file
"weights.txt" which is shown in Figure 10 includes the
weights of the data utility and the data privacy weights
of the purposes that are to be registered in the ledger.
The product manager has to enter its registered key
name in the validator to verify its user. The given key
"product_manager" is the one that was created in the
previous step.

Fig. 9. The command of registering the quality indicator weights by the
product manager

3) Creating and signing the transaction and batch:
After registering the command through the command
line interface in the terminal, the client code handled
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Command Description

qi qi.txt –key {user_name} Registering quality indicators written in a file by the product manager
cw weights.txt –key {user_name} Registering quality indicator weights (category weights) written in a file by the product manager

wmp WM_plus.txt –key {user_name} Registering WM_plus written in a file by the product manager
wmp WM_plus.txt –key {user_name} Registering WM_minus written in a file by the product manager
method inputs.txt –key {user_name} Registering methods written in a file by the data scientist

qos compute.txt Computing QoS score of all purposes written in a file and registering the ranked result
rank {purpose_name} Getting the QoS score rank of all the registered methods for a given purpose

ranks Getting the QoS score rank of all the registered purposes
audit –key {user_name} Auditing the files given to the auditor and comparing with the registered data in the ledger by the auditor,

showing the audit process, and registering the final audit result
isConsistent Getting the registered audit result

methods Getting the registered methods
cws Getting the registered category weights

wmps Getting the registered wm_plus
wmms Getting the registered wm_minus

qis Getting the registered quality indicators
TABLE II

OUR APPLICATION SUPPORTED COMMANDS

Fig. 10. Content of the weights.txt file for registering the quality indicator
weights of different purposes

by synthrank.py analyzes the input command to detect
the action and its arguments. Then, the rest of the client
functions are handled by the synthrank_client.py file. The
background code in this file encodes the action and the
arguments received from synthrank.py and stores them as
the payload of a transaction. Thereafter, the transaction
header is created including the public key of the signer,
the transaction family name and version, the permitted
state addresses for reading the ledger and writing into it,
the list of dependent transactions, the hash of the payload,
public key of the batcher, and a nonce for the transaction.
As a consequence, the transaction is created from the
header and the encoded payload. Before submitting the
transaction to the validator, the transaction is put inside a
batch. Figure 11 shows a snippet of the client code where
it creates the transaction and the batch.

4) Submitting the batch to the validator: The created
batch from the previous step is sent to the validator via
the REST API and the function shown in Figure 12. This
function is the last action done on the client side before
waiting to get the response from the validator.

5) Getting acknowledgement response on the client: After
executing the transaction by the transaction processor
and updating the global state based on the agreement
between the validators, the client will be notified about
its committed or rejected transaction on its terminal via a
JSON response received from the REST API. The response
shown for the client is like what is shown in Figure 13.

6) Showing registered data for the client: The client can
monitor the result of the registered data by typing the
defined commands. For example, according to Table II,

Fig. 11. Creating a transaction and a batch before submitting to the validator

the "ranks" command in our application gives the result
of rankings computation for all the registered purposes.
The client code is responsible for decoding the result after
getting the REST API response. Figure 14 shows a snippet
of the output that the client gets by sending the command
to the validator via REST API and receiving the state of
the global state for rankings.

7) Auditing by the authorized client: The auditor is the
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Fig. 12. Submitting batches to the validator via REST API

Fig. 13. Getting response of the committed transaction from the REST API

Fig. 14. Monitoring the registered data by the client

only user who is allowed to check the consistency of the
registered data into the ledger with the provided data by
the product manager and the data scientist. The auditor
gets the input files from the two other users and compare
content of each with what is stored in the global state of
the blockchain. This function is initiated by running the
relevant command in Table II. Then, the auditor user will
follow the steps as described in Algorithm 4 and get the
output as shown in Figure 15.

Fig. 15. Auditing the consistency between the registered data and the given
files to the auditor

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The experiments conducted in this study aim to validate
the ability of the proposed framework to classify synthetic
data generators for various purposes/scenarios. The approach
focuses on evaluating these generators against a set of Quality
Indicators (QIs) and metrics, reflecting their performance in
terms of similarity and data privacy.

In addition to demonstrate the framework’s ability to rank
synthetic data generators, experiments are conducted with
Sawtooth [65] to demonstrate the workflow with various user
roles, product manager, data scientists, blockchain developer
and auditor. The details of the experimental setup are discussed
in Section V-E.

To maintain clarity and alignment for the reader, the
terminologies used in this section for synthetic data generators,
quality indicators, and associated metrics are consistent with
those used in [23], from which the data sets for our experiments
were borrowed.

Notation Description

PCD Pairwise Correlation Distance
LC Log Cluster

CRRS Cross classification train on real, test on
synthetic

CRSR Cross classification train on synthetic, test
on real

SC Support Coverage
AD Attribute Disclosure

MDP Membership Disclosure Precision
MDR Membership Disclosure Recall

TABLE III
NOTATIONS FOR DATA UTILITY AND PRIVACY METRICS. THE DEFINITIONS
OF PCD, LC, CRRS, CRSR, SC, MDP, AND MDR ARE AVAILABLE IN [23].
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Notation Description

im Independent Marginals
bn Bayesian networks

mpom Mixture of the product of multinomials
clgp Categorical latent Gaussian process

mc_medgan Multi categorical extension to General Ad-
versarial networks

mice_lr Multiple Imputations by Chained Equations
with Logistic Regressions and ordered by
the number of categories in an ascending
manner

mice_lr_desc Multiple Imputations by Chained Equations
with Logistic Regressions and ordered by the
number of categories in descending manner

mice_dt Multiple Imputations by Chained Equations
with Decision Tree as classifier in an ascend-
ing order

TABLE IV
NOTATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS FOR VARIOUS SYNTHETIC DATA

GENERATORS. THE DETAILED DEFINITIONS OF IM, BN, MPOM, CLGP,
MC_MEDGAN, MICE_LR, MICE_LR_DESC, AND MICE_DT ARE AVAILABLE

IN [23].

A. Input Datasets

Our input datasets, referenced in Table V and Table VI, are
derived mainly from the experimental results of Goncalves
et al. [23]. In their study, eight synthetic data generators
were applied to the Breast Small SEER research data set
(approximately 170,000 samples) [55], which produced values
for various metrics. All data utility metrics in [23]) for which
values are available have been included in our tables. However,
values only presented through the charts in the original work
are not included due to the challenges in visual extraction.
Our approach and experiments, as discussed in Section VI, are
scalable to a large number of quality indicators and metrics
per quality indicator. The notation for these metrics and the
synthetic data generators are described in Tables III and IV,
respectively.

Generators PCD LC CRRS CRSR SC
im 0.9 -3.62 0.94 1.0 1.0
bn 0.24 -7.47 0.98 1.0 0.99
mpom 0.03 -10.47 1.0 1.0 1.0
clgp 0.13 -7.63 1.0 1.0 1.0
mc_medgan 0.64 -2.12 0.86 0.75 0.98
mice_lr 0.06 -8.3 0.99 1.0 1.0
mice_lr_desc 0.04 -6.8 0.97 1.0 1.0
mice_dt 0.02 -11.25 1.01 1.0 0.99

TABLE V
DATA UTILITY METRIC VALUES FOR BREAST-SMALL SEER DATASETS

FOR THE EIGHT SYNTHETIC DATA GENERATORS.

Generators AD MDP MDR
im 0.325 0.497 0.97
bn 0.338 0.499 0.985
mpom 0.350 0.499 0.99
clgp 0.350 0.500 0.988
mc_medgan 0.443 0.491 0.751
mice_lr 0.314 0.499 0.988
mice_lr_desc 0.323 0.500 0.991
mice_dt 0.379 0.502 0.994

TABLE VI
DATA PRIVACY METRIC VALUES FOR BREAST-SMALL SEER DATASETS

FOR THE EIGHT SYNTHETIC DATA GENERATORS.

B. Quality Indicators, Metrics, Desired and Undesired Proper-
ties

Our framework is engineered for flexibility and scalability,
accommodating a variety of purposes, as detailed in Section VI.
To holistically evaluate the effectiveness of synthetic data
generators, we consider two primary Quality Indicators (QIs)
in our experiments.
• Data Utility: This QI gauges the extent to which synthetic

data mirrors the statistical properties of real data. The specific
metrics for this indicator are detailed in Table V.

• Data Privacy: This QI assesses the degree of privacy
preservation inherent in synthetic data. Table VI lists the
metrics that form this quality indicator.
We evaluated eight metrics in two quality indicators. PCD,

CRRS, CRSR, LC, SC, AD, MDP, and MDR. These metrics
are classified into three categories based on the interpretation
of their values. For metrics such as PCD, AD, LC, MDP,
and MDR, lower values indicate superior performance of the
generators. In contrast, for the SC metric, higher values denote
better performance. Lastly, for metrics such as CRRS and
CRSR, values closer to 1 are indicative of optimal performance.

Each of these eight metrics can be assigned to desired proper-
ties (WM+

) or undesired properties (WM−
) for each purpose

(pi). When a metric is categorized as a desired property, a
generator’s high performance in that metric positively influences
(or rewards) its ranking. In contrast, if the same metric is
classified as an undesired property, superior performance in
that metric negatively impacts (or penalizes) the generator’s
ranking.

These QIs along with the metrics and categorizing the metrics
into desirable and undesirable properties are integral to our
assessment, offering a comprehensive view of each generator’s
strengths and limitations for different purposes.

C. Experiment Objectives

In this section, we outline the research objectives guiding
our investigation into the development of our proposed ranking
algorithm for synthetic data generators. This algorithm is
designed to balance the importance of desired and undesired
properties, tailoring these evaluations to fit specific purposes.
These purposes are defined through unique weight distributions
assigned to quality indicators and metrics, with further cate-
gorization of metrics into desirable and undesirable attributes.
The research questions posed aim to dissect the algorithm’s
responsiveness and adaptability to these configurations, its
comparative performance against the state-of-the-art ranking
algorithm, and its integration within a permissioned blockchain
framework, as outlined below.

1) How can the correctness of the proposed ranking algorithm
be effectively validated?

2) How do different weight distributions assigned to metrics
influence the ranking result across various purposes?

3) What is the effect of varying weight distributions assigned
to quality indicators on the ranking results for different
purposes?

4) How does categorizing a metric as either a desired or
undesired property impact the ranking results?
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5) How does the performance of proposed solution compared
to baseline solutions?

6) What is the performance of blockchain read and write
operations within the context of this framework?

Our contributions and the interpretation of the experimental
results are structured around these questions, establishing a
solid foundation for evaluating our proposed framework.

To address the initial question regarding the validity of the
proposed ranking algorithm, we established a set of ranking
outcomes derived manually from [23] as a benchmark for
comparison with the output of the algorithm. For the validation
process, we opted for Kendall’s Tau [1] and Spearman’s Rho [2]
as our chosen metrics.

Kendall’s Tau assesses the degree of concordance or dis-
cordance between the ranks assigned by two methods (in this
case, the ground truth ranking outcome and estimated ranking
outcome), considering all pairs of observations. Kendall’s Tau
is calculated as follows:

τ =
Number of concordant pairs− Number of discordant pairs

Total number of pairs
(26)

In Equation 26, the number of concordant pairs represents
the count of pairs of observations that have the same order in
both rankings, while the number of discordant pairs represents
the count of pairs of observations that have different orders
in the two rankings. The total number of pairs represents the
total number of pairs of observations. Kendall’s Tau ranges
from -1 to 1, where 1 indicates perfect agreement, -1 indicates
perfect disagreement, and 0 indicates no association.

Similarly to Kendall’s Tau, Spearman’s Rho [2] calculates
the strength and direction of the relationship between two
rankings by considering the differences in ranks assigned to
corresponding observations. It complements Kendall’s Tau in
providing a comprehensive assessment of the similarity between
rankings.

Spearman’s Rho (ρ) is calculated as:

ρ = 1− 6×
∑

(squared rank differences)
N × (N2 − 1)

(27)

In Equation 27,
∑

(squared rank differences) represents the
sum of the squared differences in ranks between corresponding
observations in the two rankings and N is the number of
observations. The resulting value of ρ ranges from -1 to 1,
where 1 indicates perfect agreement between the rankings, -1
indicates perfect disagreement, and 0 indicates no association.

These metrics were chosen because of their ability to
precisely measure the correlation between the ranking results
produced by two different configurations of the same ranking
algorithm or by two distinct ranking algorithms in identical
settings.

By addressing the first four questions, we validate the inno-
vative aspects of our ranking algorithm. This includes its ability
to dynamically adjust to different purposes through variable
weight distributions and metric categorizations, showcasing
its adaptability and the nuanced approach it offers towards
evaluating synthetic data generators.

By comparing our proposed ranking algorithm with baseline
ranking algorithms, we demonstrate that our algorithm provides
more substantial benefits beyond the state of the art.

Furthermore, by investigating the performance of blockchain
operations within our framework, we illustrate the practical-
ity of embedding our ranking algorithm in a permissioned
blockchain. This integration improves accountability, auditabil-
ity, and transparency in the ranking process, representing a
significant advancement over existing ranking methodologies.

Through all the research questions addressed, the results
from our experiments will provide evidence supporting our
contributions, demonstrating the proposed framework’s ability
to advance the state-of-the-art in synthetic data generator
ranking.

D. Configurations of the Proposed Framework for Experiments

In this section, we present the configurations, including
weight distributions for metrics and quality indicators, as well
as the categorization of metrics into desired and undesired
properties, used to address each of the research questions
discussed in Section V-C. Given the absence of sufficient real-
world data for weight distributions and categorizations, we
embarked on a sensitivity analysis to rigorously evaluate the
impacts of variations in weight distributions and categorization
of metrics. This methodological approach ensures a robust
and scientifically rigorous examination of the configurations’
sensitivity, thereby enabling a comprehensive understanding
of their influence under different hypothetical scenarios. For
all of our investigations, the metric values are derived from
Tables V and VI.

1) How can the correctness of the proposed ranking algorithm
be effectively validated?
• To address this question, Section V-F1 utilizes scenarios

defined in Table VII, metric weights, and Quality
Indicator weights from Tables VIII and X, respectively.
Additionally, the ground-truth rankings from Table IX
are employed.

2) How do different weight distributions assigned to metrics
influence the ranking result for various purposes?
• Section V-F2 employs the configurations outlined in

Tables XIII, XIV and XXII to explore this question.
3) What is the effect of varying weight distributions assigned

to quality indicators on ranking results for different
purposes?
• To investigate this question, Section V-F3 uses the

configurations in Tables XV, XVI and XXIII.
4) How does categorizing a metric as either a desired or

undesired property impact the ranking results?
• Section V-F4 explores this question employing the

setups described in Tables XVII, XVIII and XXIV.
5) How does the performance of proposed solution compared

to baseline solutions?
• To asssess the performance of the proposed solution

relative to the baseline solutions, Section V-F5 uses
the predefined scenarios detailed in Table VII. For the
implementation of baseline solutions, the metric weights
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TABLE VII
SCENARIOS AND DESCRIPTIONS

Scenario Goals Example applications
Purpose A Ranking generators prioritizing a balance be-

tween data utility and data privacy properties
with uniform distribution of quality indicator
weights

Controlled public release of data

Purpose B Ranking generators prioritizing only data
utility properties with uniform distribution
of quality indicator weights

Education and training

Purpose C Ranking generators prioritizing only data
privacy properties with uniform distribution
of quality indicator weights

Software development and testing

TABLE VIII
UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION OF METRICS WEIGHTS FOR PURPOSE A, PURPOSE B, PURPOSE C.

Purposes PCD CRRS CRSR AD MDP MDR LC SC
Purpose A 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125
Purpose B 0.20 0.20 0.20 - - - 0.20 0.20
Purpose C - - - 1

3
1
3

1
3

- -

TABLE IX
MANUALLY CURATED GROUND TRUTH RANKINGS

Purpose mice_lr mpom clgp im mice_lr_desc bn mice_dt mc_medgan
Purpose A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Purpose B 2 1 2 7 5 6 2 8
Purpose C 2 5 6 1 6 4 8 3

TABLE X
UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION OF QUALITY INDICATOR WEIGHTS

Purposes Data Utility Data Privacy
Purpose A 0.5 0.5
Purpose B 0.5 0.5
Purpose C 0.5 0.5

are sourced from Table VIII. Ground-truth rankings
are available in Table IX to establish a benchmark for
comparison. In particular to the proposed solution, the
weights from Table VIII are specifically applied as
undesired metric weights, adding a unique dimension
to how the proposed solution is evaluated against the
baselines. The QI weights for the proposed solution is
sourced from Table X.

6) What is the performance of blockchain read and write
operations in the context of this framework?
• To answer this question, Section V-F6 uses the config-

urations presented in Table XIX, XX, and XXV.

E. Experimental setup

We have established a permissioned blockchain network
utilizing Sawtooth version 1.2 at four nodes. These nodes are
hosted on virtual machines running Ubuntu 18.04, strategically
located in the Azure Norway East region, to optimize per-
formance and reliability for our application. The deployment
of our Sawtooth network is critical for the operation of our
application, necessitating that each node operates both the
same consensus engine and transaction processor to maintain
network integrity.

Our choice of the PBFT protocol (Practical Byzantine
Fault Tolerance) as the consensus engine is pivotal, ensuring
network reliability as long as the count of faulty nodes
remains below one-third of the total network size (n). This
requirement underlines the necessity of operating at least
four Sawtooth nodes to effectively manage Byzantine failures.
Tailored to our specific use case, we have allocated node
responsibilities as follows: one node for data scientists, one
for the Product Manager, and two for the Auditors, thereby
ensuring a comprehensive coverage of all essential roles
within our network. Below, we detail the procedural steps
for configuring a robust Sawtooth network.

1) Installing Sawtooth components on machines: We
installed Sawtooth 1.2 and its components on four Ubuntu
18.04 machines. After installing Sawtooth on the nodes,
we have access to configure and run the Sawtooth
components.

2) Generating validator keys: In order to involve each of the
Sawtooth nodes in the process of validating transactions
and blocks, we generated validator keys on each node as
shown in Figure 16. This command generates and stores
private and public keys of the validator.
By default, the public and private keys of the validator
are accessible as presented in Figure 17. The validator’s
public key is used for finding a validator in the peer-to-
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TABLE XI
PREDICTED RANKINGS FROM THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Purpose mice_lr mpom clgp im mice_lr_desc bn mice_dt mc_medgan
Purpose A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Purpose B 2 1 2 7 5 6 2 8
Purpose C 2 5 6 1 6 4 8 3

TABLE XII
KENDALL’S TAU AND SPEARMAN’S RHO VALUES

Purpose Kendall’s Tau Spearman’s Rho
Purpose A 1.0 1.0
Purpose B 1.0 1.0
Purpose C 1.0 0.9999999999999998

Fig. 16. Generating validator keys

peer network, and the validator’s private key is used for
creating the blocks.

Fig. 17. Accessing validator keys

3) Creating the genesis block: Before running all the
Sawtooth nodes, we chose one of the nodes as the creator
of the genesis block. A genesis block includes the initial
blockchain network settings like the consensus algorithm
and public keys of the other validators. Only the first
node creates the genesis block and the other validator
nodes, public keys of which are defined in the settings of
the genesis block, access the network configuration while
joining the network.
To be able to create the genesis block on the first node
and set or change Sawtooth settings, we need to have
a user key in our Sawtooth node. Figure 18 shows the
command to generate user keys and the location where
the keys are stored.

Fig. 18. Generating user keys

The user can then create a batch with the setting proposal
for the genesis block and define the output file name of
the generated settings (see Figure 19).
The user needs to create another batch to initialize the
consensus settings for the genesis block as shown in
figure 20. In the consensus settings command, the user
defines the output file of the generated consensus settings
batch, the consensus algorithm and its version, and also
the public key of each PBFT member involved in the
consensus process.
Finally, the Sawtooth validator user combines the separate
batches into a single genesis batch with the command in

Fig. 19. Creating a settings proposal for the genesis block

Fig. 20. Creating a consensus settings batch for the genesis block

Figure 21 that will be committed in the genesis block
after the first node has started.

Fig. 21. Creating a genesis batch for the genesis block

4) Configuring the validators: All the Sawtooth component
bind settings and endpoint settings are configured in
the validator configuration file. Figure 22 shows how to
create the validator configuration file based on the default
example file avaliable in /etc/sawtooth directory.
The network and component endpoints and the list of peers
must be set based on the IP addresses of the Sawtooth
components and the network peers. The rest of the settings
in the file are set by default and can be modified according
to the requirements of the use case.

5) Running the components: The final step of deploying
the Sawtooth network is to start the Sawtooth nodes.
Starting the first node will create the genesis block and
the initial settings of the network. So, it is important to
run all components of the first node before the other peers.
Therefore, for each node, the validator components are
started in a separate terminal window by their related
command:
• Validator: sudo -u sawtooth sawtooth-validator -v
• REST API: sudo -u sawtooth sawtooth-rest-api -v
• Transaction processor settings: sudo -u sawtooth

settings-tp -v
• Consensus engine: sudo -u sawtooth pbft-engine -v –

connect tcp://IP:Port
Now the Sawtooth network and its components are ready
for deploying smart contracts on it. For this setup, we have
written smart contracts in Python version 3.6.9, also known
as transaction families in Sawtooth terminology. These smart
contracts are designed for product managers, data scientists,
and auditors to register their respective input onto the Sawtooth
blockchain.

Input registration is expected to follow a sequential pro-
cess. First, the product manager provides the specifications.
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TABLE XIII
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS FOR WM+ (DESIRED PROPERTIES): A

SPECIFICATION FOR UNDERSTANDING THE METRIC WEIGHT
DISTRIBUTIONS’ IMPACT ON RANKINGS

Purpose PCD CRRS CRSR AD MDP MDR LC SC
Purpose D 0.80 - 0.20 - - - - -
Purpose D’ 0.10 - 0.90 - - - - -
Purpose E - - - 0.05 0.05 0.90 - -
Purpose E’ - - - 0.90 0.05 0.05 - -

TABLE XIV
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS FOR WM− (UNDESIRED PROPERTIES): A

SPECIFICATION FOR UNDERSTANDING THE METRIC WEIGHT
DISTRIBUTIONS’ IMPACT ON RANKINGS

PCD CRRS CRSR AD MDP MDR LC SC
- - - 0.20 0.80 - - -
- - - 0.90 0.10 - - -

0.2 0.2 0.2 - - - 0.2 0.2
0.02 0.02 0.04 - - - 0.02 0.9

TABLE XV
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS FOR WM+ (DESIRED PROPERTIES): A
SPECIFICATION FOR UNDERSTANDING THE QUALITY INDICATOR

DISTRIBUTIONS’ IMPACT ON RANKINGS

Purpose PCD CRRS CRSR AD MDP MDR LC SC
Purpose A 0.80 - - - 0.20 - - -
Purpose B 0.80 - - - 0.20 - - -
Purpose C - - - 0.05 0.05 0.90 - -
Purpose D - - - 0.05 0.05 0.90 - -

TABLE XVI
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS FOR WM− (UNDESIRED PROPERTIES): A

SPECIFICATION FOR UNDERSTANDING THE QUALITY INDICATOR
DISTRIBUTIONS’ IMPACT ON RANKINGS

PCD CRRS CRSR AD MDP MDR LC SC
- - - 0.80 - - 0.20 -
- - - 0.80 - - 0.20 -

0.2 0.2 0.2 - - - 0.2 0.2
0.2 0.2 0.2 - - - 0.2 0.2

TABLE XVII
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS FOR WM+ (DESIRED PROPERTIES): A

SPECIFICATION FOR UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF DESIRED AND
UNDESIRED PROPERTIES

Purpose PCD CRRS CRSR AD MDP MDR LC SC
Purpose H 0.80 - 0.20 - - - - -
Purpose H’ - - 0.20 0.80 - - -
Purpose I - - - 0.05 0.05 0.90 - -
Purpose I’ 0.2 - - - - - 0.2 0.6

TABLE XVIII
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS FOR WM− (UNDESIRED PROPERTIES): A
SPECIFICATION FOR UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF DESIRED AND

UNDESIRED PROPERTIES

PCD CRRS CRSR AD MDP MDR LC SC
- - - 0.20 0.80 - - -

0.80 - 0.20 - - - - -
0.2 - - - - - 0.2 0.6
- - - 0.05 0.05 0.90 - -

TABLE XIX
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS FOR WM+ (DESIRED PROPERTIES): A

SPECIFICATION FOR UNDERSTANDING THE PERFORMANCE OF
SAWTOOTH.

Purpose PCD CRRS CRSR AD MDP MDR LC SC
Purpose A 0.40 - 0.60 - - - - -
Purpose B - 0.40 0.30 0.30 - - - -
Purpose C - - - - - 0.30 - 0.70
Purpose D - - - - 0.40 - 0.60 -
Purpose E - - 0.2 0.40 0.40 - - -
Purpose F - 0.10 0.10 0.80 - - - -

TABLE XX
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS FOR WM− (UNDESIRED PROPERTIES): A

SPECIFICATION FOR UNDERSTANDING THE PERFORMANCE OF
SAWTOOTH.

PCD CRRS CRSR AD MDP MDR LC SC
- - - - 0.60 0.40 0.20 -

0.40 - - - 0.60 - - -
0.70 - - - - - 0.30 -

- 0.30 0.70 - - - - -
- 0.40 - - - - 0.60 -

0.60 - - - 0.40 - - -

Purposes Data utility Privacy
Purpose A 0.5 0.5
Purpose B 0.9 0.1
Purpose C 0.1 0.9

TABLE XXI
QUALITY INDICATOR (CATEGORY) WEIGHTS FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSES:

A SPECIFICATION TO ASSESS VARIABILITY IN RANKING AND TO
EVALUATE COMPARISON OF PROPOSED METHOD V1 AND V2 WITH THE

BASELINE METHOD.

Purposes Data utility Privacy
Purpose D 0.5 0.5
Purpose D’ 0.5 0.5
Purpose E 0.5 0.5
Purpose E’ 0.5 0.5

TABLE XXII
QUALITY INDICATOR (CATEGORY) WEIGHTS FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSES:

A SPECIFICATION FOR UNDERSTANDING THE METRIC WEIGHT
DISTRIBUTIONS’ IMPACT ON RANKINGS

Following this, the data scientist reviews the criteria set by
the product manager, generates synthetic data using multiple

Purposes Data utility Privacy
Purpose F 0.9 0.1
Purpose F’ 0.1 0.9
Purpose G 0.1 0.9
Purpose G’ 0.9 0.1

TABLE XXIII
QUALITY INDICATOR (CATEGORY) WEIGHTS FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSES:

A SPECIFICATION FOR UNDERSTANDING THE QUALITY INDICATOR
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS’ IMPACT ON RANKINGS

Purposes Data utility Privacy
Purpose H 0.5 0.5
Purpose H 0.5 0.5
Purpose I 0.5 0.5
Purpose I’ 0.5 0.5

TABLE XXIV
QUALITY INDICATOR (CATEGORY) WEIGHTS FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSES:

A SPECIFICATION FOR UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF DESIRED AND
UNDESIRED PROPERTIES

generators, and then delivers the performance results of these
synthetic data based on the metrics established by the product
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Purposes Data utility Privacy
Purpose A 0.7 0.3
Purpose B 0.7 0.3
Purpose C 0.5 0.5
Purpose D 0.3 0.7
Purpose E 0.5 0.5
Purpose F 0.7 0.3

TABLE XXV
QUALITY INDICATOR (CATEGORY) WEIGHTS FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSES:

A SPECIFICATION FOR UNDERSTANDING THE PERFORMANCE OF
SAWTOOTH.

Fig. 22. Creating a validator configuration file

manager. As soon as the data scientist’s inputs are recorded in
Sawtooth, the smart contract implementing Algorithms 1 and
2 computes the ranking of generators and stores these results
in Sawtooth ledger. An auditor then accesses files containing
inputs collected by the product manager from stakeholders and
those generated by the data scientists. These are then verified
against the recorded inputs in Sawtooth according to Algorithm
3.

Sections IV-C and IV-D provide more detailed information
about the implementation of smart contracts and the invocation
of these smart contracts by clients (product managers, data
scientists, and auditors).

F. Results

In this section, we discuss our findings on each of the
research questions discussed in Section V-C.

1) Correctness of the Proposed Ranking Algorithm: To
validate the correctness of a proposed ranking algorithm, we
compared the ground truth ranking with the ranking outcome of
the proposed algorithm (refer to Table XI) using Kendall’s Tau
and Spearman’s Rho metrics. Kendall’s Tau and Spearman’s
Rho are both measures of rank correlation used to assess the
similarity between two rankings.

In Table XII, we present the results of Kendall’s Tau and
Spearman’s Rho for all three scenarios. The findings suggest
a perfect alignment between the estimated ranking and the
ground truth. In particular, the ground truth did not specify
any metric weights or Quality Indicator (QI) weights, nor
did it categorize the metrics as desired or undesired for any
scenario. Consequently, we categorized our metric weights as
only desired, assuming a uniform weight distribution across
all desired metrics and QI weights in the configurations of our
proposed solution across all three scenarios. Since there was no
categorization of metrics as undesired, undesired metric weights
were set to 0, resulting in an undesired score of 0 and only
desired scores were computed for each generator. Furthermore,
given the uniformity of the desired metric weights and the QI
weights, their impact on computing the final ranking result was
negligible.

2) Impact of Metric Weight Distributions: Our analysis
focused on two pairs of purposes: a) Purpose D and Purpose
D’; and b) Purpose E and Purpose E’. Each pair consists of
identical metric types, uniform weight distributions of quality
indicators, and the same categorizations of metrics into desired
and undesired properties, with the primary distinction being
the specific weight distribution of the metric.

TABLE XXVI
IMPACT OF METRIC WEIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS ON SIMILARITY RANKING

SCORES

Scenarios Kendall’s Tau Spearman’s Rho

Purpose D & D’ 0.357 0.381
Purpose E & E’ -0.071 -0.024

Table XXVI provides key insights. For the Purpose D and
D’ scenarios, where the metric weight distributions are notably
different, the moderate positive correlation between rankings
suggests that some generators may perform better than others in
those metrics. This also indicates that certain generators exhibit
stronger performance across the specified metrics, leading to a
consistent pattern of rankings across different metric weight
distributions. Essentially, generators performing well for one
metric weight distribution (Purpose D) tend to perform well
for the other (Purpose D’) as well.

In contrast, the Purpose E and E’ scenarios exhibit a very
weak negative correlation between rankings. This suggests that
certain generators, which may perform well under one set of
metric weight distributions, may not maintain their performance
when the distributions change. The high sensitivity of generators
to changes in metric weights implies that these generators may
have performance characteristics that are highly influenced by
specific metrics and their associated weights.

Our results illustrate how the weight configurations and
the selection of metrics can significantly impact the ranking
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outcome in the proposed solution.
3) Influence of Quality Indicators Weight Distributions:

Our analysis focused on two pairs of purposes: a) Purpose F
and Purpose F’; and b) Purpose G and Purpose G’. Each pair
consists of identical metric types, metric weight distributions,
and categorizations of metrics into desired and undesired
properties, with the primary distinction being the specific
weight distributions of the quality indicator.

TABLE XXVII
IMPACT OF QI WEIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS ON SIMILARITY RANKING SCORES

Scenarios Kendall’s Tau Spearman’s Rho

Purpose F & F’ 0.07 0.11
Purpose G & G’ 0.14 0.21

The analysis in Table XXVII reveals that despite the drastic
changes in the weights of the quality indicator (QI) between
pairs of purposes (F & F’, G & G’), there is still some degree
of similarity in the ranking outputs. However, the correlations
indicate that these similarities are relatively weak, suggesting
that changes in QI weights have influenced the ranking
outcomes in our proposed solution to some extent. However,
the slightly higher correlation coefficients observed for Purpose
G & G’ compared to Purpose F & F’ suggest a slightly stronger
consistency in the classification of outputs when the desired
and undesired properties are separated into distinct categories
(such as data utility and data privacy metrics).

4) Role of Desired and Undesired Properties: Our analysis
focused on two pairs of purpose: a) Purpose H and Purpose H’;
and b) Purpose I and Purpose I’. For each pair, we swapped
the metrics in the desired properties with those in undesired
properties, while maintaining the same metric weights and
quality indicator weight distributions.

TABLE XXVIII
IMPACT OF CATEGORIZING METRICS AS DESIRED AND UNDESIRED

PROPERTIES ON SIMILARITY RANKING SCORES

Scenarios Kendall’s Tau Spearman’s Rho

Purpose H & H’ -0.28 -0.42
Purpose I & I’ -0.57 -0.76

Table XXVIII provides crucial insight into the analysis and
highlights the substantial impact of switching metrics between
desired and undesired properties on the similarity ranking
scores for both pairs of purposes. In particular, the comparison
indicates that Purpose I & I’ are more profoundly affected
compared to Purpose H & H’.

The notably larger negative values observed for both
Kendall’s Tau and Spearman’s Rho metrics suggest that
generators within the Purpose I & I’ exhibit heightened
sensitivity to changes in categorization of metrics compared to
those in the H & H’.

5) Comparison with Baselines: We compare the proposed
solution with two baselines in three scenarios presented in
Table VII : a) weighted sum normalized average score b)
weighted sum rank-derived score.

In weighted sum normalized average score, each metric is
first normalized according to whether higher or lower values are

preferable, thereby ensuring that all metrics are on a comparable
scale. This is followed by applying weights that reflect the
importance of each metric within the given scenario. The
weighted values are then averaged to produce a single score
that reflects the overall performance of each generator on the
metrics considered.

TABLE XXIX
COMPARISON BETWEEN WEIGHTED NORMALIZED AVERAGE SCORE AND

GROUND TRUTH

Scenarios Kendall’s Tau Spearman’s Rho

Purpose A 0.28 0.38
Purpose B 0.79 0.90
Purpose C 0.61 0.79

Table XXIX summarizes the correlation between the
weighted normalized average scores and the ground truth in
three scenarios.

Purpose A demonstrates relatively low correlation values
with Kendall’s Tau and Spearman’s Rho, indicating weak
alignment between the weighted scores and the ground truth.
Scenario B shows significantly higher correlation values,
with Kendall’s Tau and Spearman’s Rho, suggesting strong
agreement between the weighted scores and the ground truth.

Purpose C exhibits moderate to high correlation values with
Kendall’s Tau and Spearman’s Rho, indicating a good degree
of consistency between the weighted scores and the ground
truth. Overall, the results indicate varying levels of agreement
between the algorithm’s outputs and the actual ground truth
across different scenarios, with Purpose B displaying the best
alignment and Purpose A the least.

In essence, the weighted average score approach does not
perform as well as the proposed solution, which demonstrated
excellent consistency of ranking outcomes between the pro-
posed solution and the ground truth (refer to Section V-F1).

TABLE XXX
COMPARISON BETWEEN WEIGHTED RANK DERIVED SCORE AND GROUND

TRUTH

Scenarios Kendall’s Tau Spearman’s Rho

Purpose A 0.9999999999999998 1
Purpose B 1 1
Purpose C 1 0.9999999999999998

Our second baseline solution for comparison is weighted
sum rank-derived score. In our baseline implementation, we
have adopted an inspired variant of the ranking methodology
proposed by [46]. While [46] focus on ranking models based
on individual dataset performances, our adaptation works with
preaveraged data. This shift addresses the practical constraint
of using existing average metric scores, avoiding the need for
a granular dataset analysis. Consequently, our implementation
modifies the ranking mechanism to suit these average scores
while preserving the fundamental principle.

In our baseline implementation of weighted rank-derived
score, instead of directly averaging the metric values, each
metric is first ranked for all generators. These ranks are then
weighted using the same set of predefined importance weights
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as in the normalized average score approach. The final score
for each model is derived by calculating the average of these
weighted ranks. This method focuses on the relative standing
of each generator rather than their absolute metric values.

Table XXXI shows that, in all scenarios (Purpose A, Purpose
B and Purpose C), both Kendall’s Tau and Spearman’s Rho
are at scores of 1. This indicates complete alignment between
the weighted rank-derived scores and the ground truth across
all scenarios, suggesting that the weighted rank-derived scores
perform as well as the proposed solution.

TABLE XXXI
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE WEIGHTED RANK-DERIVED SCORE AND THE

PROPOSED SOLUTION, WHEN METRICS ARE CATEGORIZED SOLELY AS
UNDESIRED IN THE PROPOSED SOLUTION AND THE SAME METRICS ARE

CATEGORIZED AS DESIRED IN THE BASELINE.

Scenarios Kendall’s Tau Spearman’s Rho

Purpose A -0.28 -0.38
Purpose B -0.79 -0.90
Purpose C -0.61 -0.79

Table XXXI provides a comparison between the weighted
rank-derived scores and the proposed solution in three different
scenarios (A, B, and C). In these cases, metrics are categorized
solely as undesired in the proposed solution, while the same
metrics are treated as desired in the baseline.

The correlations, measured using Kendall’s Tau and Spear-
man’s Rho, are negative across all scenarios. These negative
values indicate an inverse relationship between the weighted
rank-derived scores and the proposed solution, suggesting
significant differences in how each approach handles metrics
classified as undesired versus desired.

In the baseline weighted sum ranking score approach, scores
are derived considering only desired attributes, with varying
weights assigned to modulate the significance of these attributes
in determining rankings. This method primarily adjusts the
rankings by increasing the influence of more important metrics
through higher weights and decreasing the influence of less
critical metrics through lower weights. However, this approach
lacks the flexibility to adequately express the negative impact of
undesired attributes—metrics that should detract from a score
rather than contribute to it. By categorizing certain metrics
as undesired and adjusting the scores to reflect their negative
impact, we can more accurately represent their true influence.
The proposed method allows active reduction of the score based
on the presence of these undesirable characteristics, which can
significantly alter ranking outcomes, especially when such
attributes are pronounced.

In essence, these methodological variances can lead to
differing ranking outcomes between the baseline and proposed
methods for the same purpose, reflecting a more multifaceted
evaluation in the proposed method. The weighted ranking-
derived score method may be suitable for scenarios prioritizing
simplicity and direct comparisons (without the need of unde-
sired properties and QI weights), while the proposed method
is advantageous in contexts requiring a detailed and nuanced
understanding of performance across diverse metrics.

6) Performance of Read and Write Operations to Sawtooth:
The primary objective of our performance experiments is to

characterize the latency involved in read and write operations
associated with our ranking and audit algorithms on the
Sawtooth blockchain. The experimental setup is described in
Section V-E.

In our write-latency characterization experiment, we mea-
sured and compared the write latencies of inputs from data
scientists, product managers, and auditors. These data sets,
written on the blockchain, are described in Table XXXII and
referenced on the X-axis in "Write Latency to the Blockchain"
(Figure 23).

Dataset Notations X Axis Description of Write Latency in
Figure 23

Register E Matrix E matrix from data scientists, where each
row represents a generator and each col-
umn represents the results of the metric
evaluated on the generator. The write la-
tency described in Figure 23 for DS Input
(E) represents the time taken to record one
row of the E matrix in the blockchain.

Audit Verification and Reg-
ister Result

The time taken to execute Algorithm 3.
The execution of Algorithm 3 involves
parsing the input files provided by the
data scientist and the product manager,
which require validation against blockchain
records. Additionally, this process includes
retrieving the rank data from the ledger
and cross-verifying it against the audi-
tor’s dynamically computed ranks. Upon
completion of these steps, the final result
of the audit is recorded on the Sawtooth
blockchain.

Register QI The time taken to record each row in the
QI matrix, where each row represents a
Quality Indicator, and each column repre-
sents metrics that include both desired and
undesired properties. This input is provided
by the product manager.

Register WM_minus The time taken to record each row in the
WM− matrix, where each row represents
the purpose, and each column represents
the weights for metrics associated with
undesired properties. This input is provided
by the product manager.

Register WM_plus The time taken to record each row in the
WM+ matrix, where each row represents
the purpose, and each column represents
the weights for metrics associated with
desired properties. This input is provided
by the product manager.

Register CW The time taken to record each row in the
QI weight matrix where the row represents
the purpose and the column represents the
weights for the QIs that are relevant for
the purpose. This input is provided by the
product manager.

Rank Compute and Regis-
ter Rank

The time taken to compute the ranking per
purpose and record the ranking per purpose
in the blockchain. The computations and
registering the ranks to the blockchain is
done by smart contracts.

TABLE XXXII
NOTATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS FOR THE DATASETS THAT ARE WRITTEN TO

THE BLOCKCHAIN

.

In this experiment, each data set was written to the
blockchain 10 times, resulting in 10 samples per data set. The
results, presented in Figure 23, revealed an ANOVA p-value
of 0.0002. This suggests statistically significant difference in
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Fig. 23. Write Latency and Read Latency of Sawtooth. Table XXXII defines the X axis for write latency. Table XXXIII defines the X axis for read latency.

write latencies across the seven datasets, as the p-value is less
than the conventional 0.05 threshold. Our experiments also
revealed that when we compared the write latencies without the
audit part (Audit Verification and Result), the ANOVA p-value
was 0.1194 indicating that there was no statistically significant
write latency across the six datasets. This concludes that audit
verification and writing the result back to the blockchain is
relatively more time-consuming than other operations, which
is expected due to the nature of the work involved in the audit
phase.

The confidence intervals 95% for each data set, illustrated in
Figure 23, provide ranges within which the true mean latencies
are estimated to lie, reflecting the precision of our latency
measurements.

Similarly, we conducted read latency characterization exper-
iments (as shown in the "Read Latency from the Blockchain"
Figure 23). These experiments measured the read latency for
various datasets, as described in Table XXXIII, representing
different data retrieval scenarios from the blockchain.

The read latency experiments’ ANOVA test resulted in a
p-value of 0.3896, indicating that there were no significant
differences in read latencies across the datasets. This outcome
suggests that the observed variations in latency are likely
attributable to random chance. Furthermore, the 95% confidence
intervals for these datasets, as detailed in Figure 23, offer insight
into the variability and reliability of our latency measurements.

Notably, the write latencies generally tend to be higher than
the read latencies. This difference can be attributed to the
fact that write operations involve the execution of consensus
protocols with other nodes in the blockchain network, whereas
read operations require access from only a single node in the
network.

In essence, while this pilot study has provided valuable
insight in characterizing the read and write latencies, future
experiments with increased sample sizes and with different
datasets can help deepen our understanding and validate our
findings.

Dataset Notations X Axis Description of Read Latency in
Figure 23

Read QI and Metrics Time taken to read all quality indicators
and associated metrics representing both
desired and undesired properties of the
blockchain.

Read ranks Time taken to read ranks of all generators
for all purposes from the blockchain.

Read rank Time taken to read the rank list of gen-
erators for a specific purpose from the
blockchain.

Read WM_plus Time taken to read all rows in the WM+

matrix from the blockchain, where each
row represents the purpose, and each col-
umn represents weights for metrics associ-
ated with desired properties.

Read WM_minus Time taken to read all rows in the WM−

matrix from the blockchain, where each
row represents the purpose, and each col-
umn represents weights for metrics associ-
ated with undesired properties.

Read E matrix Time taken to read the entire matrix E on
the blockchain, with each row representing
a generator and each column representing
the results of the evaluated metric on the
generator.

Read CW Time taken to read the entire QI weight
matrix on the blockchain where each row
represents the purpose and each column
represents the weight associated with the
QIs relevant to that purpose.
TABLE XXXIII

NOTATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS FOR THE DATASETS READ FROM THE
BLOCKCHAIN

.

7) Implications and Observations: The results of our exper-
imental investigations validated the efficacy of the proposed
framework in accurately ranking synthetic data generators
according to the defined specifications for various purposes.
This framework demonstrates exceptional adaptability to a
variety of metric categorizations and can manage distinct
configurations for each purpose. In addition, its flexibility
extends to accommodating different transformation functions.
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Importantly, the framework integrates with a consortium
blockchain technology, enhancing its capabilities in terms of
accountability, auditability, and transparency. These features are
particularly vital in contexts where the compliance regulations
are very demanding.

In summary, the proposed framework stands out for its mul-
tifaceted approach. Its versatility in handling different scenario-
specific needs, responsiveness to metric weight distributions,
and balanced consideration of desired and undesired properties
make it a comprehensive tool for guiding the selection of
synthetic data generators in sensitive and varied applications
like healthcare.

VI. DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we discuss the correctness, scalability,
generalization, computational complexity, and limitations of
the proposed framework. Furthermore, we discuss how the
proposed framework mitigates risks from the security threats
introduced in Section II-A.

A. Correctness of the framework

Lemma 1 (Algorithm 1). For each purpose pi, Algorithm 1
correctly ranks generators based on their performance in a set
of metrics, considering the weights of desirable and undesirable
properties and quality indicators.

Proof Sketch. The algorithm initializes E+
pi

and E−
pi

matrices
using the transformation Algorithm 2 which correctly catego-
rizes and ranks generators for each metric based on its nature
and classification as desirable or undesirable property for pi.
The algorithm then applies Algorithm 3 for each pi, correctly
calculating the overall score for each generator by summing the
weighted ranks of E+

pi
and subtracting the weighted ranks of

E−
pi

. The algorithm sorts the generators based on these scores,
ensuring that the highest score (indicating the best performance)
gets the best possible rank. Since each step in the algorithm
follows logically and is based on defined inputs and rules, the
output ranking for each pi is correct according to the specified
criteria.

Lemma 2 (Algorithm 2). Algorithm 2 correctly transforms
raw performance scores into ranked scores for both desirable
and undesirable metrics, considering the nature of each metric.

Proof Sketch. The algorithm classifies each metric into one of
three categories: Lower is better, higher is better, or closer
to a constant is better. It ranks each generator according to
the nature of its corresponding metric: for "lower is better"
metrics, lower scores receive higher ranks; for "higher is better"
metrics, higher scores are ranked higher; and for "closer to
a constant is better" metrics, scores nearest to the specified
constant are ranked highest. This ranking approach ensures an
accurate reflection of each generator’s performance relative to
the intended metric criteria. To standardize the ranking, the
algorithm inverts the ranks, aligning all metrics on a scale where
higher scores indicate superior performance. Then it populates
E+

pi
and E−

pi
with these adjusted ranks, effectively representing

the performance of the generators for each designated purpose
pi.

Lemma 3 (Algorithm 3). Algorithm 3 accurately ranks
generators for a given purpose pi based on their performance
on both desirable and undesirable metrics. It comprehensively
considers the weights assigned to each metric, including both
desired and undesired metrics weights, along with the weights
of quality indicators for each metric.

Proof Sketch. The algorithm calculates a score for each gen-
erator by summing the products of their performance ranks
in desirable metrics multiplied by the corresponding weights
and subtracting the products of their performance ranks in
undesirable metrics multiplied by their respective weights. This
method of score calculation ensures that the contribution of
each metric is accurately reflected in the overall performance
of a generator for pi. Sorting the generators based on these
calculated scores in descending order ensures that the best
performing generator (with the highest score) is ranked top.
This ranking process effectively identifies the best performing
generator according to the criteria defined for pi.

Lemma 4 (Algorithm 4). Algorithm 4 correctly verifies the con-
sistency and accuracy of rankings produced by Algorithms 1, 2,
and 3.

Proof Sketch. The algorithm cross-checks the input data, the
transformation process, and the final ranking against the records
stored in the ledger, ensuring the integrity and consistency of the
entire process. Then, replicates the process for each pi, using
the same input data and methods to ensure that the recorded
rankings match the recalculated rankings. Any discrepancies
found during this process indicate inconsistency, leading to a
negative audit result. The thoroughness of the audit process and
its reliance on blockchain technology for verification ensure
the correctness of the ranking outcomes and the reliability of
the process.

Given the lemmas established for Algorithms 1, 2, 3,
and 4, we can formulate the following theorem for the entire
framework:

Theorem 1 (Correctness of the Framework). The framework
comprising Algorithms 1, 2, 3, and 4, when implemented
as smart contracts on a consortium blockchain, ensures an
accurate, transparent, and tamper-proof process for ranking
synthetic data generators across multiple purposes.

Proof Sketch. Lemmas 1, 2, 3,and 4 establish the correctness of
Algorithms 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. The integration of these
algorithms into a coherent framework ensures that the entire
process, from raw data to final rankings, is consistent, accurate,
and verifiable. When all these algorithms are implemented
as smart contracts, the execution of these algorithms is
automated, ensuring that the logic defined in algorithms is
followed precisely. Furthermore, every step in the algorithms
is transparent and recorded on the blockchain, making it
possible to verify the correctness of each step. Additionally,
the blockchain’s inherent security features protect against
tampering and unauthorized alterations, ensuring the integrity
of the ranking process.
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Although the framework leverages blockchain technology
to ensure transparency, accuracy and tamper resistance in the
ranking process, it is important to note that the evaluation
of blockchain vulnerabilities, such as potential security flaws,
scalability issues, or consensus problems, falls outside the
scope of this research. This work assumes that the underlying
blockchain infrastructure operates as intended without delv-
ing into its potential vulnerabilities or the broader security
landscape that affects blockchain technologies.

Consequently, the assertions of Theorem 1 are contingent on
the operational integrity and assumed security of the blockchain
infrastructure, as described. This theorem presupposes that the
blockchain framework functions flawlessly according to design
specifications, and thus any deviations or vulnerabilities in the
blockchain technology itself are not covered within the scope
of this theorem’s validation.

B. Computational Complexity of the Framework

All the algorithms are executed as smart contracts in a
blockchain network consisting of n nodes.

Lemma 5 (Computational Complexity of Algorithm 2). The
computational complexity of the Transformation Algorithm 2
is O(T log T × |Mpi

|), where T is the number of generators
and |Mpi

| is the total number of metrics evaluated for a given
purpose pi. The operational overhead scales with the number
of nodes (n) in the consortium blockchain network, but this
does not affect computational complexity.

Proof Sketch. We analyze the steps in Algorithm 2 and their
associated computational complexities:

1) Initialization of Matrices E+
pi

and E−
pi

: Each matrix has
dimensions |T |×|Mpi

|. Initializing these matrices involves
setting up storage for T generators on |Mpi

| metrics for
each matrix, leading to a complexity of O(T × |Mpi

|).
Although this step is linear with respect to the number
of elements, it provides a foundation for subsequent
operations.

2) Ranking Based on Metric Nature: For each metric mj in
Mpi

, a list of T elements is sorted, which has a complexity
of O(T log T ). This is the most computationally intensive
step, as it is performed for each metric independently.

3) Inverse Ranking: After sorting, each generator tk in
the list of metric mj is assigned an inverse rank. Inverse
ranking involves assigning ranks such that the best position
gets the highest rank, and so forth. This computation,
though linear, is critical, as it inversely scales each rank
within the range from 1 to T . The complexity of this step
is O(T ) for each metric, performed after sorting.

4) Populating E+
pi

and E−
pi

: This step involves iterating
over each metric in Mpi

and each generator tk to assign
ranks from the inverse ranking in the matrices. Given that
each assignment is a direct operation and occurs for each
combination of generators T and metrics |Mpi |, this step
also has a complexity of O(T × |Mpi |).

5) Blockchain Overhead: The involvement of a blockchain
network primarily affects communication and replication
between nodes and does not influence the computational

complexity of the algorithm itself. The overhead related
to consensus mechanisms and data replication depends
on the number of nodes n and is typically considered
separate from computational complexity calculations.

The dominant factor in the computational complexity of the
algorithm is the sorting operation performed for each metric,
O(T log T ). Given that this operation is performed for each
metric in the total set of metrics |Mpi

|, the total computational
complexity is O(T log T × |Mpi

|). Although initialization and
population of matrices involve linear operations per metric,
they do not exceed the complexity introduced by the sorting
step. Therefore, the comprehensive computational complexity
of the transformation Algorithm is confirmed as stated.

Lemma 6 (Computational Complexity of Algorithm 3). The
computational complexity of the Ranking Algorithm 3 is O(T×
|Mpi

| + T log T ), where T is the number of generators and
|Mpi

| is the total number of metrics for the purpose pi. This
complexity includes the computation of scores and the final
sorting of generators. The complexity scales with the number of
nodes (n) in the consortium blockchain network for blockchain
operations.

Proof Sketch. We analyze the steps in Algorithm 3 and their
associated computational complexities:

For each generator tk ∈ T , the algorithm computes a score
by iterating on all metrics in M+

pi
and M−

pi
. The complexity of

calculating the score for a generator is O(|Mpi
|), and for all

T generators, it is O(T × |Mpi
|). After computing scores, the

algorithm sorts the list of T generators based on their scores,
which has a complexity of O(T log T ). The complexity of
writing and retrieving data from the blockchain scales with
the number of nodes n in the network. However, this does not
affect the complexity order for the ranking process.

Combining these complexities, the dominant factor is the
combination of score computation and sorting. Thus, the total
computational complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(T × |Mpi

| +
T log T ).

Lemma 7 (Computational Complexity of Algorithm 1). The
computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is primarily deter-
mined by the complexities of the invoked subroutines - the
Transformation Algorithm (Algorithm 2) and the Ranking
Algorithm (Algorithm 3). The overall complexity is O(P ×
(T log T × |Mtotal| + T log T )), where P is the number of
purposes, T is the number of generators, and |Mtotal| is the
total number of metrics in P purposes. Furthermore, complexity
scales with the number of nodes (n) in the blockchain network
of the consortium due to blockchain operations.

Proof Sketch. The primary computational tasks in Algorithm 1
involve the following steps: First, iterating through each purpose
in P . Second, invoking the Transformation Algorithm for
each purpose, which has a complexity of O(T log T × |Mpi |)
according to the Lemma 5. Third, invoking the ranking
algorithm for each purpose, which has a complexity of
O(T × |Mpi

|+ T log T ) as per Lemma 6.
Since the algorithm iterates for P purposes, the total complex-

ity is a product of the number of purposes and the complexities
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of the invoked subroutines. Thus, the overall complexity of
Algorithm 1 is O(P × (T log T × |Mtotal|+ T log T )).

The complexity of blockchain operations depends on the
number of nodes n in the consortium blockchain network.
However, these operations do not change the overall order of
complexity.

Lemma 8 (Computational Complexity of Algorithm 4). The
computational complexity of the Auditing Process (Algo-
rithm 4) primarily depends on the verification of the ranking
calculations and the blockchain operations. The complexity
is O(P × (T log T × |Mtotal| + T log T )) for the ranking
verification in P purposes. Furthermore, complexity scales
with the number of nodes (n) in the blockchain network of the
consortium due to read and write operations of the blockchain.

Proof Sketch. The Auditing Process Algorithm involves the
following steps: First, verification of the specifications and
evaluation matrices which is O(1) for each purpose in P .
Afterward, recalculation and verification of the rankings for
each purpose, which follows the same complexity as the ranking
Algorithm, that is, O(T × |Mpi |+ T log T ).

Since the algorithm iterates for P purposes, the overall
complexity for the ranking verification is O(P × (T log T ×
|Mtotal|+ T log T )).

Blockchain operations (both read and write) add complexity
that scales with the number of nodes n in the network. However,
these operations do not change the overall order of complexity
of the auditing process.

Theorem 2 (Overall Computational Complexity of the Frame-
work). The overall computational complexity of the frame-
work, encompassing Algorithms 2, 1, 3, and 4, is given by
O(2 × P × (T log T × |Mpi | + T log T )). This complexity
scales with the number of purposes (P ), the number of
generators (T ), and the total number of metrics for each
purpose (|Mpi

|), and reflects the duplication of processes due
to the auditing algorithm. The impact of blockchain operations,
while significant for operational overhead, does not change
the order of computational complexity.

Proof Sketch. From the lemmas pertaining to each algorithm:
• Algorithm 2 has a complexity of O(T log T × |Mpi

|) for
each purpose.

• Algorithm 1 orchestrates the ranking process in all purposes,
invoking Algorithms 2 and 3 for each purpose. Its complexity
is thus O(P × (T log T × |Mpi

|+ T log T )).
• Algorithm 3 has a complexity subsumed under the complexity

of Algorithm 1.
• Algorithm 4 repeats the verification ranking process, thus

doubling the computational load of Algorithm 1. Therefore,
the computational complexity of the auditing process is
similar to that of the ranking process.

Considering that the auditing process essentially duplicates the
ranking computations, the overall complexity of the framework
is effectively doubled. Thus, the overall computational complex-
ity of the framework is O(2×P×(T log T×|Mpi |+T log T )).

Although blockchain operations add operational overhead,
they are primarily network and I/O bound and do not change

the overall order of computational complexity of the framework.

C. Mitigating the risks due to security threats

The framework uses a consortium blockchain to ensure
the immutable recording of all critical actions, including
the establishment of specification criteria, the submission of
evaluation metrics, and the auditing results. Each user role
(product manager, data scientist, and auditor) is assigned unique
identity credentials. Furthermore, the permissions for read and
write operations are tailored according to each role’s specific
requirements in Sawtooth. Every write operation within the
system is designed to be tamper resistant and traceable back
to the specific role that initiated these actions.

To ensure security and privacy while accommodating the
distinct roles of Product Managers, Data Scientists, and Audi-
tors, we employ the concept of transactor key permission as
outlined in Sawtooth [64]. This method governs the submission
of transactions and batches based on the signing keys. Upon
receiving a batch from a client, the validator only processes
batches if their batch signers have the authority to submit
transactions. In our system, specific roles are delineated: Only
the Product Manager is authorized to submit transactions to
register quality indicators, weights for these indicators, and
desired and undesired properties. Data scientists have the
exclusive right to register methods, while auditors are the
sole entities allowed to submit transactions for auditing the
registered data. In contrast, transactions related to computing
ranks and displaying registered data are permissible by any
user, as accepted by the validator.

The perimission model, coupled with the tamper-resistant
capabilities of Sawtooth, mitigates the potential for repudiation
attacks. This makes it difficult for any involved party, such as
the product manager, data scientist, blockchain developer, or
auditor, to deny their recorded actions. Additionally, all actions
are replicated in all nodes in the blockchain network, which
significantly reduces the risk of repudiation attacks within the
framework.

In the realm of a consortium blockchain, the control and
management of nodes are distributed among a variety of trusted
entities or departments. This decentralized structure impedes
the efforts of any minority group that might attempt to replace
legitimate nodes with compromised ones. As a result, the
framework enhances its resilience against colluding attacks,
especially when implementing PBFT consensus protocols.
Additionally, configuring the network with the appropriate
number of nodes ensures tolerance among the anticipated
minority exhibiting arbitrary behaviors.

Moreover, the consortium blockchain inherently offers an
immutable audit trail. This feature is instrumental in ensuring
that any data entered into the blockchain is permanently
recorded and traceable back to its source. Such traceability
is crucial in identifying the origins of data, enabling quick
detection and resolution of any attempts at data poisoning.
By incorporating these measures, the framework effectively
reduces the risks associated with data tampering and ensures a
secure and trustworthy evaluation environment.
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D. Scalability Analysis

Our scalability analysis begins by acknowledging the founda-
tional performance benchmarks identified in the relevant litera-
ture regarding the Sawtooth framework [14]. These benchmarks
highlight two critical performance thresholds: a linear increase
in throughput with input transaction rates up to approximately
1000 transactions per second (tx/sec), and the impact of batch
size on throughput, demonstrating a nearly linear relationship
until about 2300 tx/sec. Beyond these points, performance
degradation due to queue timeouts and batch processing failures
becomes pronounced. This empirical understanding provides an
essential backdrop for our analysis, especially considering the
additional computational complexity introduced by the ranking
algorithm, notably O(2 × P × (T log T × |Mpi

| + T log T )).
This complexity scales with the number of purposes (P ), the
number of generators (T ), and the total number of metrics
for each purpose (|Mpi |). Duplication of processes due to
the auditing algorithm also doubles the computational load,
potentially impacting throughput and latency.

Our experimental setup mirrors a conventional use case
within a single organization. Here, a product manager issues a
single transaction for each command, as detailed in Table II.
This transaction, addressing multiple purposes, is then con-
solidated into a single batch. Similarly, when a data scientist
issues a transaction corresponding to a client command, also
referenced in Table II, it encapsulates several generators and
metric values and is likewise organized into an individual
batch. As such, the transaction volume per use case remains
inherently constrained, illustrating the framework’s operational
efficiency and the streamlined processing capacity within a
typical organizational context.

However, extending the proposed framework as a software-
as-a-service (SaaS) solution to a multitude of companies would
markedly increase the transaction volume, thus elevating the
importance and urgency of a comprehensive scalability analysis.
Such an analysis, while beyond the scope of our current
investigation, becomes a critical area for future research.

E. Social and Ethical Implications

Several studies have been conducted to understand the impact
of blockchain technology on social and ethical issues [12,
21, 24, 29, 33, 37, 45, 47], highlighting issues such as
energy efficiency, the balance between transparency and privacy,
and the incentives for organizations to adopt permissioned
blockchains. Our proposed framework adopts the consensus
protocol PBFT, offering an energy-efficient alternative to PoW
mechanisms [52]. Additionally, our methodology for ranking
synthetic data generators does not inadvertently reveal any
sensitive information from the personal data used in training
these generators.

A recent comprehensive literature study [62] on the evalu-
ation of synthetic data generators revealed a notable lack of
fairness and carbon footprint metrics. This finding highlights
the imperative for a collective effort to integrate these metrics
into evaluations, fostering a move towards more ethical and
sustainable Artificial Intelligence development. This integration
is pivotal not only for ethical advancement but also for ensuring

compliance with forthcoming regulations such as the Artificial
Intelligence Act [30], thus enhancing practical applicability.
Given that our proposed framework meticulously records and
audits all criteria for ranking synthetic data generators, it will
transparently reflect the organization’s prioritization of fairness
and carbon footprint metrics in the ranking process.

Our framework significantly improves organizational com-
pliance and auditability, while also improving transparency
and trust between stakeholders in the use of synthetic data.
By evaluating both desired and undesired properties and their
relevance for specific purposes, our ranking algorithm ensures
fairness, provided that the inputs (see Table I) recorded on the
blockchain remain unbiased and not subject to any security
attacks. This approach is crucial in domains such as healthcare,
finance and public services, where decisions based on synthetic
data could have significant social impacts.

F. Limitations of the framework
The potential limitations of our framework are listed as

follows:
Our framework is heavily dependent on the permissioned

blockchain infrastructure. Hence, the framework’s functionality
is intrinsically linked to the stability and security of the
permissioned blockchain infrastructure. Any vulnerability in
this infrastructure could adversely affect the framework. The
read and write latency of blockchain operations is influenced
by the number of nodes within the blockchain and the network
latency. Hence, the actual performance of the framework may
vary depending on the blockchain’s efficiency, particularly in
configurations with numerous nodes.

Moreover, one of the core criticisms of permissioned
blockchains compared to public blockchain is that they rein-
troduce centralization into a technology that is fundamentally
designed to be decentralized. By restricting who can participate
in the network, permissioned blockchains concentrate power
in the hands of a few, which can lead to concerns about the
abuse of authority.

Furthermore, our experiments aimed at a conventional use
case within a single organization. Accordingly, the transaction
volume is inherently constrained, hence the throughput (number
of transactions processed per second) limit is the same as the
default limit offered by the Sawtooth. The proposed framework
has no special scalability techniques implemented to improve
the throughput of the Sawtooth network.

Additionally, in our experiments, given the absence of real-
world data for weight distributions and categorizations of
desired and undesired properties, we needed to do sensitive
analysis and create hypothetical scenarios/purposes to analyze
the characteristics of the proposed ranking algorithm. Further-
more, even though the proposed framework can work for a
broad range of synthetic data types, the metric values and the
chosen generator type in our experiments are meant only for
the synthetic tabular health data type.

In scenarios requiring human validation (such as in healthcare
for synthetic data quality assessment), our framework considers
the outcome of this validation as another quantifiable metric.
In situations where multiple human validations are necessary,
each instance is treated as a distinct measurable metric.
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VII. RELATED WORK

To assess and compare the performance of different data
generators, the recommended practice is to use multiple quality
measures to comprehensively address the multifaceted nature
of data quality [10, 11, 18, 23, 32, 38, 41, 43, 56]. However,
manually assessing a wide range of quality measures is
labor intensive and impractical. Consequently, in the literature,
several evaluation frameworks have been developed to allow
for the ranking and comparison of generators [19, 40, 46, 51,
57].

Current research in the ranking of synthetic data generators
has focused predominantly on identifying and preserving
desired properties in the synthetic data generated. For example,
[40] introduced a universal indexing metric that averages five
metrics focusing on the utility aspects of the data. However, this
metric overlooks contextual aspects and concentrates solely on
a single quality indicator (data utility). [57] compared various
synthetic data generators using only similarity metrics such as
propensity score and log cluster metrics.

Moreover, existing studies [19, 40, 46, 51, 57] have not
explicitly accounted for the evaluation of undesirable properties
while ranking synthetic data generators. This omission means
there is no assurance of adhering to principles such as purpose
limitation (ensuring data is used only for intended purposes),
data minimization, and data protection by design and default
in the synthetic data. Consequently, the final rankings could
mislead decision makers in choosing a synthetic data generator
that may not be comprehensive in its evaluation, potentially
overlooking crucial aspects of data security and compliance.

In situations where data must be aggregated from mul-
tiple stakeholders, ensuring accountability, auditability, and
transparency is essential to guarantee the reliability and trust-
worthiness of the framework [61]. Stakeholders, for example,
must be responsible for submitting accurate and reliable data.
Conducting audits during the aggregation process can help
identify potential issues or inconsistencies in the final results.
Ultimately, transparent reporting is crucial to ensure a clear
understanding of the process and instill confidence in the
reliability of the results.

However, previous methodologies, as discussed in [19,
40, 46, 51, 57] exhibit limitations in terms of transparency,
accountability, and auditability. To address these shortcomings,
our proposed framework leverages blockchain technology
and smart contracts, advancing the state-of-the-art in ranking
synthetic data generators. Furthermore, the proposed framework
also offers a strong protection against a threat model involving
repudiation, colluding, and poisoning attacks.

A. Application data management using blockchain

Blockchain technology has found extensive application
across various domains, as evidenced by numerous survey
papers. This section will highlight those applications without
delving into each individual work.

The most notable application domain of blockchain is
in cryptocurrencies, with surveys by [4] and [6] examining
Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. Blockchain enhances digital
financial assets with increased security, transparency, and

traceability. Studies by [8] and [25] have focused on the
IoT network domain, where blockchain facilitates business
entities accessing and providing IoT data without centralized
control, thus improving security, transaction management, and
data verification. Research in the healthcare sector by [20]
and [39] shows how blockchain and smart contracts enable the
sharing of secure health data, benefiting from decentralization,
trustlessness, immutability, traceability and transparency of the
blockchain.

The surveys by [16] and [60] offer a comprehensive
review of blockchain technology in smart cities, improving
services through the unique attributes of the blockchain.
Integration with cloud applications is explored in works
by [17] [22], [27],and [28], highlighting the synergy between
blockchain and cloud-based systems to improve functionality,
performance and security. Lastly, [7] and [13] discuss the
role of the blockchain in data management and analysis, em-
phasizing enhanced information protection and smart contract
management.

Positioning our work within this broader context, our
research work aims to advance the evaluation of synthetic data
generators through a comprehensive and nuanced approach. Our
methodology includes: a) context-sensitive assessments tailored
to the nuances of specific scenarios, b) robust accountability
mechanisms, c) thorough auditability processes, and d) a com-
mitment to enhanced transparency. Through this, we contribute
not only to the synthetic data generation (Generative AI) field
but also to the larger blockchain ecosystem, particularly in data
management practices.

VIII. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION

To improve the applicability of our proposed framework
and address future challenges, several directions are worth
exploring.
• Adapting to a SaaS model: Transitioning the framework

to a SaaS model could significantly extend its reach across
various organizations. This transition will require a focus
on scalability and security, particularly in handling high
transaction volumes from diverse groups of clients.

• Domain-Specific Social and Ethical Impacts: Investigating
the social and ethical implications within specific domains is
crucial for practical adoption. A detailed analysis of fairness
and trustworthiness of the proposed framework in different
application areas will help identify unique concerns and
opportunities for improvements.

• Permissioned Blockchain Framework Comparisons:
While the current implementation utilizes Sawtooth, future
research should extend to other permissioned blockchain
frameworks like Hyperledger Fabric [9] and Besu [36].
Comparing these frameworks in supporting the proposed
ranking methodology can illuminate differences in perfor-
mance, security, and suitability for various use cases.

• Interoperability Challenges: Exploring interoperability
among various permissioned blockchain frameworks can
facilitate collaboration within a consortium of organizations
in supporting the proposed ranking methodology, each
utilizing different blockchain technologies. This could lead
to standardized practices for cross-framework interaction.
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• Experimental Expansion: Broadening experimental efforts
to include a wider range of data and metric types, enhancing
the robustness and applicability of the proposed ranking
algorithm across different contexts and datasets such as
images, videos, and audio.

• Economic models for Sustainability: Developing eco-
nomic models that integrate synthetic data generation and
blockchain technology can promote sustainable practices
within these fields. Researching economic incentives, market
structures, and regulatory frameworks supportive of sustain-
able blockchain and synthetic data solutions can provide
valuable insights for multiple industries.

• Integration with existing Tools: Integrating with tools
like Synthcity [58] and testing a wide range of generators
across datasets will validate the framework’s capabilities,
highlighting its potential for widespread applicability and
adaptability in the rapidly evolving domain of synthetic data
generation.

• Security and Privacy Analysis: Exploring threat models,
alongside implementing comprehensive security and privacy
measures within the input generation process, is pivotal for
enhancing the integrity and impartiality of inputs provided
by product managers and data scientists in the ranking of
synthetic data generators.

• Standards and Benchmarks for Ranking Synthetic
Data Generators: The community dedicated to ranking
synthetic data generators is poised to investigate standardized
datasets and benchmarks. This will include defining weight
distributions tailored for various scenarios (or purposes) and
classifying metrics into desired and undesired attributes for
each specific purpose.

IX. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our framework’s distinct advantage lies in
its comprehensive and adaptable methodology, which has a
potential to consider wide array of quality indicators and met-
rics, both positive (desired properties) and negative (undesired
properties) attributes across various scenarios. By integrating
blockchain technology, we ensure robustness across security
threats and offer transparency, accountability, and auditability.
The experiments conducted validate the effectiveness of our
framework in its ability to rank synthetic data generators
in different context-specific requirements. This framework
provides a tool that not only assists decision makers in selecting
the most appropriate synthetic data generators, but also upholds
the principles of compliance.
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